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I. 

IL 

COMMITTEE REPORT DIGEST 

OVERV1EW 
Bill No. 309-33 (LS) was introduced on May 2, 2016, by Senators Brant T. 
McCreadie, V. Anthony Ada, Frank F. Blas, Jr., Frank B. Aguon, Jr., Dennis 
G. Rodriguez, Jr., Tommy Morrison, and RJ. Respicio and was subsequently 
referred by the Committee on Rules to the Committee on Guam US Military 
Relocation, Public Safety and Judiciary on May 2, 2016. 

The Committee on Guam US Military Relocation, Public Safety and 
Judiciary convened a public hearing on Bill No. 309-33 (LS) on a 
Wednesday, May, 25, 2016 at ll:OOAM in I Liheslatura's Public Hearing 
Room. 

Public Notice Requirements 
Public Hearing notices were disseminated via e-mail to all senators and all 
main media broadcasting outlets on Wednesday, May 18, 2016 (5-Day 
Notice), and again on Monday, May 22, 2016 (48-Hour Notice). 

Senators Present 
Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr., Chairman 
Senator Tom Ada, Vice Chairman 
Speaker Judith T. Won Pat. Ed.D, Ex-Officio 
Vice Speaker B.J. Cruz, Committee Member 
Senator Brant McCreadie, Committee Member 
Senator V. Anthony Ada, Committee Member 
Senator Frank F. Blas, Jr., Committee Member 
Senator Mary Torres 
Senator Tommy Morrison 

The public hearing was Called-to-Order at 11:00 AM. 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY & DISCUSSION 

Chairman Aguon: 
Welcome to our people who are watching this particular session. This public 
hearing sponsored by the Committee on Guam, Public Safety, and Judiciary 
is hereby convened. In today's agenda we do have several items. The initial 
legislation or the bills that will be discussed are Bill No. 291-33 relative to 
custody and visitation of deployed military parents. 
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Chairman Aguon: 

Bill No. 296-33, relative to training requirements for concealed carry licenses. Bill No. 309-33, which is relative 

to compensation or promotional opportunities for our law enforcement within the Guam Police Department 

and Bill No. 311-33 relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or 

engaged in sexual activities otherwise known as revenge pornography. For the purposes of the discussion this 

morning, I am going to move the items around just slightly. We will entertain Bill No. 309-33 initially. We do 

have the Chief of Police and several individuals who would like to provide testimony and I know that the 

Chief of Police and his personnel are providing security for our off island delegations from Fest Pac, so we 

want to insure that they are given that opportunity to return and continue to carry out that particular mission. 

Aside from that we will go back to the sequence of the agenda. I would like to thank the Vice Senator 

Tom Ada to my left. Thank you very much Mr. Vice Chair for joining us this morning. Senator Mary Torres. 

Thank you senator and Senator Brant McCreadie for joining us this morning. Thank you. The first item now on 

the agenda Chief Cruz if I can invite you up front. We also have other individuals signed in. We have Paul 

Sayama. If you're going to provide testimony, please join us up front. Andrew Quitugua also from the Guam 

Police Department. If by any chance gentlemen you' re going to provide testimony aside from the ChieC I 

welcome you up to the front panel. I'd like to Chief, if I can beg your indulgence, I would like to ask the 

primary sponsor of Bill No. 309-33 to provide his brief comments on that piece of legislation and then we' II 

proceed with your testimony this morning. Before Senator McCreadie is recognized, Senator Tony Ada, thank 

you very much for joining us this morning. Senator McCreadie, on Bill 309. 

Senator Brant McCreadie: 

Thank you Mr. Chair. Mr. Chair, I would like to thank you for scheduling this public hearing very 

expeditiously and I would like to thank the police officers who are in attendance. Also the co-sponsors of this 

BilL To my left Ada, Senator Frank Jr., Senator Aguon, who is the committee chair, 

Rodriguez, Tommy Morrison, and Rory Respicio. Just for the listening public, I would like to do a quick 

breakdown. I don't have an opening statement because the department sure will have a lot of statements 

today, and that would be suffice for me and so I would just like for the general public to know what we are 

trying to accomplish and how we are going to do that and by the numbers. So the breakdown is as follows. 

Police Officer L We are looking at promoting officers. Police Officers II, 39. Police Officer III, 26. Police 

Sergeant I, 33. Police Sergeant II, 9. Police Lieutenant, 11 Police Captain, 6 promotions, Police Major 2, and 

Police Colonel, 1 a tota.I vacancy of 102 and to my knowledge and my research; it's been as 

as 1991 'Nas tlie last promotion. I'm sorry, 1998, 18 ago it v,ras police I, II and III. Police 

and Captain and was 2010, and 2011. That was about 6 years ago and Police Colonel, 2012 four 

ago and that Mr. has since retired. that's a vacancy that we have at 

how are we going to pay for this? We do have a 

that The costs for promotions is estimated at 

443,000 would for a cycle of I believe 

officers. 

pool with about 

police department. 

million dollars. A little north 

That would leave a balance of $443,681. Now the 

the Chief would probably on this of about or 
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Chief Cruz: 

That is our goal senator. 

Senator Brant McCreadie: 

Thank you. So this is what we are proposing Mr. Chair and I hope that the police department and I know I've 

had numerous meetings with everyone in this room on that side about several bills in regards to the police 

department and I hope we can all come together and fulfill this promotion and move on to some other 

problems and finding solutions to whatever we have in law enforcement So thank you very much Mr. 

Chairman and I look forward to any type of testimony in support or in opposition thank you. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Senator McCreadie, and before I recognize Chief Cruz, I would like to invite the 

following individuals upon the conclusion of the Chief's presentation this morning. Mr. Raymond Perez, 

Eugene Charfauros, and Susie Santos by any chance you would like to provide oral testimony this morning 

you are welcomed to join us at the front table after the conclusion of the chief's presentation this morning. I 

\Vould also like to recognize Vice Speaker B,J. Cruz. Thank you very much Mr. Vice Speaker for us for 

this public hearing. Chief Cruz. 

Chief Cruz: 

Good morning Mr. Chair. Before I get started I would just like to number one, apologize upfront. I'm dealing 

with a cough this morning so if my testimony gets a little disruptive again I want to apologize up front. Before 

I give my testimony, as you see on the screen, my testimony will be broken down into three parts. Recruitment 

and training, public safety and allocation, and then into the promotions into vacant position. I thought it was 

important I indicate that you'll understand the methodology by which I will be providing my testimony. 

[Written Testimony Attached] 

If you look at these charts senator, these are the positions Senator McCreadie mentioned. In addition to that we 

have indicated the number of positions that have been vacated from Police Officer I up through Police ColoneL 

The numbers of positions that have been vacated for those positions that are being held, what the promotion 

cost is and then what the cost increase. as you can see, we have provided the detailed analysis to show the 

impacts this particular bill should it be passed. 

[Written Testimony Continued ... ] 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank very much Chief Cruz for your comprehensive testimony this morning. Before I recognize the 

author, just so that there's clarity in terms of the numbers you have just presented chief; $762,000 is annualized 

anticipated promotional cost to the department? 
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Chief Cruz: 

No it is not senator. It is the analysis at this particular point in time with the amount of vacancies that we have 

in the department as we take a look at our, I mentioned a table of organization. When we look at that 

organization and we compare that to the number of vacancies that exist, for those different reasons I have 

mentioned, the cost at this particular time is that amount of $762,048.92. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Because the reason I ask that chief primarily because for the understanding of my colleagues and myself. If 

you are looking at $760,000 as a total cost and we can absorb that during the balance of this fiscal year. If you 

initiate, this legislation passes let's next week. You initiate your recruitment opportunities, promotional 

opportunities is implemented 60 days out after that particular promotional opportunity. So you're already 

looking at July if not the early part of August for the implementation of the promotions and the adjusted rates. 

So you got August and September. Two months in the fiscal year. So that's why I needed clarity in terms of 

whether $762,000 is reflective of a three-month allocation for promotional requirements or a two-month 

allocation or an entire fiscal year. 

Chief Cruz: 

It for this entire fiscal year. 

Chairman Aguon: 

For an entire fiscal year? 

Chief Cruz~ 

Right, that's correct. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much chief. Senator McCreadie. 

Senator Mccreadie: 

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. Thank you chief. I just want to go back a little bit. We are trying to again, 

and when I \Ne, I just mean it as a partnership with the police department because I think that1s the only 

we are going to be successful. We are looking at. What is your goal? The magic number of police officers 

you would like to have that's suffice for island or the communities' safety for police officers total. You're at 

326 right now. Where do we need to be? 

Chief Cruz: 

to be at be at and. We need to be \Ve to the point \vhere \ve are at that number of in or 

about some officers, that would suffice and that is whole reason why I provided that analysis or that 

testimony about our population grmvth because as we look at that population growth, we look at how many 

people are on the island1 and the diversity of our community, the 500 roughly is the as you call it the magic 

number that will get the department to where we can provide the necessary services for our people. 
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Senator Mccreadie: 

So we need about 200 more officers? 

Chief Cruz: 

And that is what I provided in my testimony. 200 over the next, at least over the next 5 years. 

Senator McCreadie: 

Now, your 7th cycle last week that graduated I think was 18 members. 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes, sir. 18 members. 

Senator McCreadie: 

So you're looking ata safety net of 18 members that you can guarantee per cycle. Maybe 25 might be a little 

much 30-39-40, but you can guarantee that 18 would be a suffice number that you can say, that you can 

guarantee 18 maybe twice a year, three times a year. 

Chief Cruz: 

Thaf s correct. 

Senator McCreadie: 

Okay, and that 400 is a little less than 400 because you have 762. I have 745. So, you're a little less than 443,000 

leftover for the next cycle in the l.l million that we are talking about using for these promotions. Out of that 

443,000 little less than that, out of that number, how many recruits can you fully graduate and then incur all 

the costs that actually gets them on the street as a police officer. 

Chief Cruz: 

That number is at 39 right now. 

Senator McCreadie: 

But does the 443,000 cover the entire 49, boots on the ground graduates. 

Chief Cruz: 

39, senator. Yes. 

Senator McCreadie: 

So anything less than 39 you'll have a surplus of money from this. 

Chief Cruz: 

Potentially, yes. 
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Senator McCreadie: 

Okay. ·n1at's, because the way I'm looking at it, is you probably are going to have a hard time getting to 39. 18 

would be the number that you'll have a much easier time getting to and then if you did 18 you would have 

money leftover in that little pool. 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes, I would tell you that I would agree to you up to a certain point in that we1 d be hard pressed, but I will tell 

you, in the Guam Police Department we've made the recruitment of our officers with this money that's been 

appropriated and the analysis that we've done. We have kind of moved that We've definitely put emphasis on 

that to the point where we've setup the mechanisms internally so that when we are ready to execute this, that 

it's a full court press if you will for us to try and meet that goal of 39 all together. So I understand. We are 

going to face some challenges1 but we are setting the conditions for success. The mechanisms are in place so 

that we can achieve as many of that as possible. 

Senator McCreadie: 

From your, I know you have meetings with your top police officers. From your analysis/ are you in support 

this type of legislation to move forward? I think this is not going to solve all of the problems. I think this is one 

of many that we need to continue to focus on to get to that magic number that we are trying, but is the police 

department all in unison when it comes to these types of legislations? 

Chief Cruz: 

I would say that we are. The entire Guam Police Department is in support of this legislation. 

Senator McCreadie: 

Thank you. 

Chief Cruz: 

You're welcome sir. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank very much Senator McCreadie I just think Chief Cruz in regards to the testimony that you have 

provided this morning. I know you provided a lot specifics as it applies to the growth and anticipated 

growth, but one thing that this body has done over the course of the last at least two legislatures is we've 

consolidated the opportunities for the Guam Department ()ne is the recruitment That's the 

vacancy pool fund was created specifically to ensure that those funds are set aside to allow our law 

enforcement agencies, our public safety agencies to be able to recruit new officers. The other component is, as 

an individual departs, that position becomes vacant and then promotional opportunities should become 

available. Unfortunately, it is a one z and a two so to speak One or two positions versus any mass 

promotions such as this, but I just want to say that and stand here and thank you very much for advocating for 

your officers because I think that the promotion should always be considered as part of the overall mechanism 

in taking care your personnel so that in exchange they would take care of our entire island community. 
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Chairman Aguon: 

So I certainly appreciate that. 

Chief Cruz: 

Thank you senator and I would say to that point senator the plan will work if you execute both. If you 

continue to recruit on a regular basis to support and the justification for that is the growth of our community. 

As the community grows you need to grow the police department to be able to provide adequate services, but 

that's only haH the equation and that in addition to promoting, or recruiting, if you don't promote as well, the 

system doesn't function the way it was designed. So in addition to recruiting, we must also take a look at 

promotions to be able to make the system work effectively. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Absolutely. Thank you very much chief. Vice Speaker Cruz. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Thank. Chief, how much was in the vacancy pool for the Guam Police Department this year? 

Chief Cruz: 

All together, we are looking at $1.18 million. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

1.18 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

And how much of that have you expended to graduate these 18 individuals? 

Chief Cruz: 

Right now I don't have the exact numbers. My ASO is not with me;. lapologize Mr. 

recruited, we have graduated 18 last Friday. I apologize. I don'thaV"f! tile exact number 

spent specifically for those 18. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

This was going to include some money. Is there a reason why the ASO isnofhere? I see plentyofblue, but I 

don't see the ASO. That would be the one person you would need at your side. 

Chief Cruz: 

I understand. Mr. Vice Speaker. 
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Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Because I just wanted point out as you put it, you said couldn't fill the vacancies because there was no 

funding, but you've just stated this legislature, for funding shortages or something. 

Chief Cruz: 

No. I said we couldn't fill the vacancies because of the process, the length of the process. As a matter of fact, I 

have specifically stated that we are over appropriated. That would be physically impossible if we look at the 

recruiting process and all the processes that are involved set forth by POST that it would be physically 

impossible to expend that $1.18 million because that $1.18 million, if it existed on October ]st of 2015, that's 75 

POTs and that's what I've said. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Okay. Great. I just wanted that cleared because we did provide enough money that you could have. 

Chief Cruz: 

I agree. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

As to the process, has CPD discuss with CCC the possibility of utilizing or taking advantage of the individuals 

who have graduated with an AA Criminal Justice or Police Science up at, and I know that they're trained by 

your officers, and they have completed all their academics, and have an AA. Could the cycle be shorted by just 

using some of those individuals and then you do the P.T. and your specialized training? Could there be a 

special kind of cycle like that or do you insist that they have to start with you from the very beginning, go 

through all the academics, and the P.T. to come out of a cycle? 

Chief Cruz: 

Vice Speaker, what I would tell you is there have been attempts to do exactly what you have alluded to1 and 

those attempts have shown us that there are gaps. There are flaws in that particular attempt. We've seen that 

We have recognized that. It was tried. It was tested, and to that note, we've had to bring those officers back off 

the road put them through a regular cycle. A sanctioned cycle started by the Guam Police Department going 

through the entire system, so that we sure that we cross T's and dot I's because what we're seeing and 

again we are collaborating with GCC to make sure that we can make that process better. I'm not that it 

can't happen vice speaker. It definitely could happen, but currently what's in place has been tried. It hasn't 

worked out that welt We've identified and \ve've back to address that. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

1n one the gaps that you've discovered ... 
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Chief Cruz: 

Well some of the gaps are some of the training that is given by GCC is not, number one is not mentioned 

specifically or brought up specifically in the POST Commission. So you see a disparity, and right now what the 

law says is to go off the POST Commission. So we go off of the public law and the pubic law says A through 

whatever, and when we take a look at that and we merit that up to what GCC provides, no offense to the 

Guam Community College, but sometimes there's a disparity. Then we take a look at that, which in the police 

department we say is necessary for a police officer to go out there and effectively do his job. There's a disparity 

there as well. So for those reasons we are going back and we are saying GCC has a decent program. They've 

got a good program. I'll say they have a great program, but like every great program we see that there's 

disparities in the law. There's disparities in what we say we should have; our police officers should have to be 

certified, truly certified in the territory. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

There was a time when the POST Administrator was at GCC. I've lost track since I no longer chaired. Is there 

POST Coordinator Executive Director, is that still at GCC? 

Chief Cruz: 

There is no per say Executive Director. The current acting Executive Director is the Chairman of the Board, 

who is Chief Robert Camacho from the airport police, and his Vice Chair is Major Vince Perez from Guam 

Customs and Quarantine. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

But GCC no longer has on their payroll their Executive Director. They are no longer carrying it 

Chief Cruz: 

No Vice Speaker. Not that I am aware of. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Has GCC been made aware of the shortcomings of their program as it relates to GPD's needs? 

Chief Cruz: 

We are working with the Guam Community College. We have identified that. Again they have their struchire 

curriculum, and again I want to reiterate that I think their program is a great program, but when you take a 

look at the law specifically. So to answer your question up front Vice Speaker, we've had this kinds of 

discussions. We sat with Mr. Pete Roberto who is the Chairman of the Criminal Justice Department. We've 

had many discussions with him. We've outlined some of the gaps if you will on what the law says and some of 

the gaps we see from what we as a department, as a law enforcement entity see as certain gaps, and we are 

working on trying to close those gaps. 
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Vice Speaker Cruz: 

So, what I'm hearing is that maybe about four dozen people in the last two weeks, in the last ten days have 

graduated from UOGs Criminal Justice Program and GGC's Criminal Justice Program, but those graduates 

from those two institutions did not get the requisite or at least the POST required academic courses from either 

those institutions to at least give them the leg up that you would not have to pay for their education or training 

in your cycle. 

Chief Cruz: 

\.'Vhat I am saying senator is that they put a curriculum together. I think it's a great curriculum and I'll continue 

to say that, but if you take a look at what the law specifically states and then you take a look at our assessment 

on what we a police officer should have. I'm not saying that they are not certified. I'm not saying that their 

certificate does not mean anything. I think that their certificate means a lot, but at the same time we need to 

close the gaps that exists between what the law says and the POST Commission says, what our assessment is 

of what's necessary for police officers, and what GCC offers as a curriculum. The same would hold true for 

nay community college in the United States or across the nations and you use their POST or their certificate 

and bring it to Guam. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Yeah, but in this one we are all really close to each other and at one point even the POST Executive Director 

was a staffer at GCC and I'm just, it just surprises me that their academic courses aren't exactly on point 

because it would seem to me that these poor kids are paying for their education at either of the two 

institutions. Paying good money out of their own pockets. They are getting their degrees and they are not 

qualified to be in your or at least not determined by you guys to be academically sufficient for your program 

that they have to fill in the gaps with additional courses that you vvant to have them have. 

Chief Cruz: 

Senator, or Vice Speaker I would tell you that it's not just the Guam Police Department who feels the same 

way. I'm not speaking on behalf of the law enforcement entities. I speak strictly for the Guam Police 

Department, but in collaborating with the other chiefs and the heads of those law enforcement entities, they 

see relatively speaking they see the same picture. bring these people who have graduated from the 

Community College. Acknowledging it Recognizing it Accepting it They bring it in and provide 

supplemental 

enforcement entity. 

to bring them up to what they believe is their standard for serving in that law 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

No, I can see the specialization in each one of yours. Okay, but I'm just saying basic at least ten of the 

courses could've in their AA or their or I mean BA at the two institutions. If you 

guys want to supplement it with three or four course or a few more hours in academics plus your PT 

I could understand that, but at least to be able to utilize the education that they've alreadv received otherwise, 
, J 

I really do think that both institutions should discontinue both of those programs because they are the 

number of people standing up at the commencement 
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Chief Cruz: 

I agree sir. I was there and I had 15 of my officers who graduated from the apprenticeship program. So our 

officers are part of that program, and I whole heartedly support that program. I was there and I congratulated 

them as they came off the stage. I believe in the program and I think that the program is good. All I'm 

mentioning is that at this point in time what we are trying to do is close the gap so that we get better to this 

baseline that you're referring to. So that one could hypothetically come right in and we can make use of that 

what you have mentioning in that we shorten the amount of time, but in the interim when we see that this is 

what the public law says 32-232 and our assessment of what's taken and what they didn't take we see that 

there are some gaps. We need to dose those gaps and that's the reason why we put everybody through a cycle 

again. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

In your testimony you also mentioned that having these promotions would reduce the amount of promise 

compensation for officers that are filling vacant positions of higher rank than they are currently employed at 

Is that correct? 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. That's correct. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

How much has your promise compensation been for the last shortage have you in the last fiscal year? 

Chief Cruz: 

I know that I have provided testimony about a week and a half ago to Bills 304, 305, 306,307, and 308, which 

came before your committee. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Yes, and I understand and as compared, how much do you spend a year in overtime? 

Chief Cruz: 

In overtime, right nmv we are currently less than 600,000 in this fiscal year, which is $1.2 million, almost .3 

million than we were this time vear. 
J 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

But usually, well at least you came on the amount of overtime has been closer to million per year. 

Chief Cruz: 

Absolutely, but then again that's before my time. 
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Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Yeah, so I'm hoping that this year it's not. 

Chief Cruz: 

Well like I said senator, if the fact that we are only at less than 6, we are at less than $662,000, which is less than 

1.2 or 3 million dollars, that's not indicative of our judicious spending of the people's money then I don't know 

what is. Because everybody you've seen behind here supports my initiatives to reduce overtime, if not 

completely stamp it out and the recruitment of the people of 200 officers over the next four years and the 

promotion system, if that comes into fruition we could hypothetically stamp out overtime in the Guam Police 

Department. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Okay, great. I'm glad we got that on the record because I'm just telling you the reason why we set aside that 

$1.1 million was for that very specific purpose. We didn't realize that you couldn't process 75. We wanted to 

have you process as many. We are trying to get you to those 200. That's why for the last two fiscal years, we've 

put in $1.1 million just for filling new vacancies. New, because we wanted you to do that, and it's 

disappointing to find out that it's physically impossible or academically impossible to fill those positions 

during the fiscal year, but we did try to provide for that. 

Chief Cruz: 

I understand that Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

And I just wanted that dear to the record that this legislature has tried very hard to set aside funds for the 

hiring of new personnel so that you can get to that number of 200 additional new officers over the last couple 

years. Alright. 

Chief Cruz: 

I appreciate that. Thank you Vice Speaker. 

Vice Speaker Cruz: 

Thank you. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you much Mr. Vice Speaker. Senator Morrison. 

Senator Morrison: 

Thank you Mr. Chair. Good morning chief. 
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Chief Cruz: 

Good morning senator. 

Senator Morrison: 

Certainly I know we're here to talk about Bill No. 309 and I know that the author mentioned that I'm a 

cosponsor of the bill and I appreciate that. You know you talked about population growth and also the 

opportunity to in time to reduce overtime or completely stamp it out. I know that I mentioned this before in 

other settings and I've been in meetings with the chief of fire, Joey San Nicolas. You know we worked closely 

with this; I work closely with my colleagues to find ways to provide tools. That using 21s1 Century tools that 

can help augment some of the challenges of overtime. Certainly not be warm bodies throughout our, any area 

of our island, but we know that we are not due for another census report until about four years from now, but 

the existing report from the census basically shows a migration shift from south to central-north and I just 

want to know looking at a report, it doesn't really show a significant increase in population growth. However, 

it shows a major shift in migration. It's even reflective in the school enrollment and actually compatible to the 

1980s enrollment and you know when we look at those numbers or when you look at those numbers and 

seeing that certainly when there's a shift in population, it obviously kind of creates the perception of our 

community that there is a lot of people here. Obviously we are building more schools, more struchues in the 

north to accommodate that shift in migration. What happens when this occurs with the department? I mean I 

know obviously you got to shift personnel around, but when you are looking at these areas that are obviously 

losing population, how do still augment then making sure those areas are still covered properly. I still want to 

continue working with you and the department using technology. We've worked closely with yourself, the 

E91 system and I know that's very close to getting awarded and to tie in video security systems, but are we 

looking at how we could use these types of tools to augment, not only overtime, but still keeping, monitoring 

these areas and isolated areas may be losing population? 

Chief Cruz: 

I would say senator that number one to answer your question up front. How are we dealing with the shift or 

the migration if you will of the population around the island? From the southern part of the the island to the 

central, up north and vice versa. Coincidently, when I sat with my senior staff and I gave them guidance and I 

gave them direction on the implementation of what I call a police officer trainee deployment plan. A plan to 

take a look at the 18 police officers that we have, and come up with a methodology of how to best employ 

those 18 police officers. We came up with a template if you will, and that template took into consideration our 

population growth. It took into consideration the number of people that exists within each one, each of the 

four precincts. It took into consideration the number of calls that we take, the number of complaints that are 

handled, the number of beat areas that we have, the number of people that exists at each of the precincts. So 

there's a lot of detailed analysis that went into sending five police officers to Dededo, five to Tamuning, five to 

Hagatna, and only three down to Agat. So we did that and we also took into consideration the trend of visitors 

that come in because the visitors go through all parts of our island. 
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4Chief Cruz: 

So we think, we believe that we did a very detailed analysis in making sure that we did our parts to hand out 

or to cut up and dice up the amount of POT' s that we have, but I will agree that with the shortages that we 

have, using 21•t century tools that we have available to us and resources available to us to us in that, that 

would help to be able to deal with that in some of less populated areas. There's other programs and initiatives 

in the police department like the neighborhood watch program. That, in of itself is probably one of the single 

biggest programs that we have because it allows the community help the police department watch every 

comer of our community because I can't put a police officer at every street comer. I can't put a police officer at 

every house or what have you. So getting the community involved and doing the detailed analysis to make 

sure that we accurately looked at our personnel and we postured ourselves so that we deal with all these 

different aspects of our community, I think that we did a better than good analysis to figure that out, but when 

you tie that to what you had just mentioned, I whole heartedly agree that those kinds of programs and 

initiatives that help that Guam Police Department will only help us keep our community safer. 

Senator Morrison: 

Thank you chief. I certainly want to keep working with you on this because I know that we are still this shift 

take place the our island is growing and I know the department is making the necessary adjustments. 

Again, we have some other measures we are working on and I know we are here to talk about Bill No. 309 but 

since we brought up some issues with population growth and how we can augment overtime and all that I 

really feel that working with the department and the E911 system and how we can certainly cover areas and of 

course as we know we are growing, even though we have to shift personnel, those areas are sti11 certainly 

covered. We may not be there with a warm body, but we are monitoring these communities 24/7 so I thank 

you and the department's efforts, all the work we have been doing with you guys and certainly thank the 

author for allowing me to be a part of this measure. Thank you 

Chief Cruz: 

l11ank you senator. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you Senator Morrison. Speaker Won Pat. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. At first I would like to start off of course and considering like you 

you say the growth of our population and I still feel we really in a very safe community and I want to thank 

you and your men and women of course in of some of the shortages you' re facing, and in spite of the fact 

I know that the communities expect to see you everywhere and I know you can't be everywhere, but I just 

want you to know that I am concerned about some of the things that you said because I do have oversight of 

higher institutions, one the things that we to make sure that our institutions are talking to each other is 

that we created this tri-board meetings to make sure that there is this smooth transition from our feeder 

schools you know into community colleges and universities. 
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Speaker Won Pat: 

lam concerned now when you're saying that although they may be great programs1 but if they are not 

communicating and the \Vorse part of it aU is that they are not responding to the needs of your officers, then I 

think we need to back to the basics. I think we need to find out what those gaps are1 and I'm hoping then 

we will be able to work with you on that to make sure again that we start to dose the gaps and that you truly 

get the type of training that you need for your officers rather than having to go back to repeat again you know 

a second cycle. Okay. 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes, madam speaker. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

So that's the second thing. The third is with the implementation now of this bill to my understanding is that 

you're going then current, what you currently have in your budget to be able to do this without adding 

additional burden right to. 

Chief Cruz: 

That is correct madam speaker. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Now I'm wondering. I'm sorry, I may have missed this in your testimony, but you know walk me through 

this. Is that. How many cycles are there in a year? For police training, recruitment and training? 

Chief Cruz: 

Well the process itself takes anywhere from 8-10 months. We try and limit it to the 81h month. We look at that 

as a time frame. with that as a mark on 

one cycle per year. 

wall if you will, we put out a year1 whether it a calendar 

year or a fiscal 

Speaker Won Pat: 

And how many individuals are part of that cycle per year? 

Chief Cruz: 

\Ve can never have 

curriculum using the 

than 13 because that is a requirement from GGC's 

Apprenticeship and it maxes out at 

Speaker Won Pat; 

So in essence then, ideally then you 1 Il only be to new recruits a 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes, that is a general statement. 

we go through their 
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Chief Cruz: 

However, I will tell you Madam Speaker we are working \vith the Guam Community College. Should we be 

able to figure out a solution, although their standard is no more than 

we are looking at if possible putting all If we are able to hire all 

because of a student instructor ratio, 

before the end of the fiscal vear and , 
meet that time frame. Push all 39 through that same cycle. So although they have a maximum of we are 

hoping to work with them so that we can effectuate all 39, but at this point it's no less than 13 no more than 25. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Okay, because you've indicated as well that in the next five years, we are looking at approximately 200 and 

then so that technically would be like 40 a 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes, technically speaking you're right. Considering overlaps that one would bleed into the next or start in one 

fiscal year hypothetically and then finish up in the next fiscal year. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Okay, so I'm done that analysis. 

Vice Speaker had alluded to is that you know 

other analysis here that I'd like to know as well, which the 

always been providing in this quote un quote overtime 

pool, and I'm of the same opinion that to reduce the overtime then we are going to have to recruit more. 

Actually yes, if you' re going to recruit more you can't have all of them at the entry level. You' re going to 

necessarily. You would have to have promote up. Have you done an analysis now, and I'm glad that at least 

you're showing, you're saying six hundred some thousand dollars a year for overtime is what you've been at. 

Chief Cruz: 

At this point in time since the start of the fiscal year, October Jst of 2015 we are less than six hundred thousand 

at this point at this current time. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

And how much would that get you to the end of this fiscal year? Right now it is less than six hundred, but will 

it reach a million by the end of the fiscal year? 

Chief Cruz: 

At this point in time, our projections are that we will. 'The current trend has us, considering where we are at to 

come close to it but we are doing our due diligence to stay under a million dollars. I can't say that it will 

and I can tell M.adam Speaker the of nature. So1 if a typhoon shows up, overtime is 

going to be incurred and those are things the Chief of Police or anybody has no control of. If there are 

hypothetically a homicide. My are to have to work overtime. So, there are those 

instances that are unforeseen that I have no control of that we will not be able to deal with so to that point I 

can't say we are not to break a million dollars, but we are trying very hard to control that amount that 

we keep it. We are judicious in the execution of our monies. 
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Speaker Won Pat: 

But barring those emergencies of course is that. Have you done, in particular for this bill and based on your 

testimony where in five years we want to be able to reach that goal of having 526 officers and so one is the 

planning of course for the training to make sure then that every year we are going to add on to those numbers 

to reach our goal. At the same time again, a high number of overtime and then bringing in more individuals so 

that your men and women are not doing double time, and that increase overtime is that then you 'Would see 

again the overtime drop and of course I'm not saying that it wouldn't drop because vve are going to have these 

other emergencies. That's a totally separate issue and we can deal with that. I'm just talking about the overtime 

costs of shortages you know of officers that you have right now you know in the department. So have you 

done also concurrently. Like you said, you need to recruit and you need to promote and they together. In 

this case it's the same thing. So when you recruit, then you see then you know this case the opposite end, have 

you done an analysis in just a projection in 5 years as well? 

Chief Cruz: 

We have not come up with a hard and fast number Madam Speaker on that, but that is something we are 

taking a look at. When I rally my fiscal team budget committee and we a look at that, the analysis we are 

doing right now, we are also taking it a step furtJ1er to do exactly what you're saying. If we promote or if we 

continue to recruit at this trend of hopefully getting 200 officers over the next five years and promote 

accordingly, what impact does that have over the next five years? So I see exactly or know exactly what you're 

looking for and that kind of analysis is what we are taking a look at, and again part of that we look at the 

current trend and again the problem with that is the current trend takes into account that we are dealing with 

these shortages, but in a perfect world, if we had the 526 and we did promote accordingly, we are trying to 

take a look at what that impact would be with regards to overtime in the next five years. So we are not quite at 

that point where we are complete with that analysis, but I will tell you Madam Speaker we are taking a look at 

it. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Okay, so this year, you have done the analysis in terms of how much of a cost to implement this. You know, 

when it becomes law $762,000. Have you done the exact same thing as well for next fiscal year as well and 

thereafter because what now we are factoring on here is of course the in full implementation of the 40% of 

what the increases has been and of course what know was the end result of the hay study because that's 

definitely going to impact on your budget. And how then now. Because normally what we do here is we 

receive a bill, we always would request for BBMR is to give us a financial impact statement. You know, how is 

this going to impact the overall budget of the government either this year based on what we are able to 

in, but now more importantly it's cause you're that this is going to be this you have it in your 

budget so that may not be a problem. However, we don't know what it's going to be like in the next fiscal year 

and that would BBMR to do that as well and how is that going to then now change your 

budget entirely? 
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Chief Cruz: 

Yes ma'am. So what we are looking at Madam Speaker is we look at the trend of the number of officers 

separating for one reason or another. We take a look at that trend and the goal of getting to that 200 over the 

next five years and that is going to drive our promotion process for all the subsequent years out. Now, what 

we are trying to do is develop a methodology throughout so that year we can project even five years out. 

We are doing all this is because the Guam Police Department is in the process of taking a look at a strategic 

plan and if we do this right, and we figure this out, our ability to implement this will tie to the strategic plan, 

which has huge impacts on the budget. We will be able to determine every year how much exactly we are 

going to need for promotions. So to answer your question up front Madam Speaker, we are taking a look at it. 

There are certain factors that feed into that equation. Primarily the trend or the rate of separations and the fact 

we are trying to grow to that number. So as we take those two facets and put them together, we are looking at 

that analysis. We are not currently complete with that. You know, all things considered. We are trying to 

prioritize what we are pushing to the forefront of our analysis, but that is something we are definitely looking 

at. We see it for this current fiscal year because there is an opportunity there, and we are going to try and 

project that for the upcoming fiscal years as well. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

And thank you and I hope you'll be able to share that as well with the legislature. Not just only for this bill, but 

surely for this as we start to, as we start the public hearings for the budget for the upcoming fiscal year. 

My last question I don't want to take up too much of the other members' time here, but in looking at the 

breakdown of your vacancies and you're new. I mean new as the chief of course, but you've been in the 

department before. Have you done another look or analysis in terms of really making sure that although you 

may have this vacancy issue you don't want to be bloated in certain places, you want to make sure you kind of 

re, like reorganize but not you know in the sense when we are saying we are going to revamp everything, but 

to reorganize, to respond then, to the needs of the community what the department need and not just because, 

this is what you have, this is the number of individuals that you have this is where you need them to be. 

And you know, and I liken this to, you know an experience that I had as a former school principle, that you 

know, sometimes, principles make assignments of programs or courses based on the teacher but when I do my 

program, I do it based on my students. Then that tells me, how many I'm going to need, you see. And for what 

purposes and what courses to teach. That's how I'm asking you that question. Whether you have looked at 

this, also based on the needs of your community so you don't over burden, maybe, you know, certain 

at certain ranks, or something like to say, you so many, you know, chiefs no Indians type of 

Chief Cruz: 
Yes ma'am. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

So have you done that as well? 
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Chief Cruz: 
Absolutely Madam Speaker and I would say that to that point, we've done exactly what you have said. 

Because we have reached out to the community, and I can honestly say that, we've done that. Because in the 

neighborhood watch program, we are going to village1 every village out there. We to all these town hall 

meetings, on which I bring every precinct commander in there to listen to what the issues, questions1 and 

concerns are, of our people. So like you have referenced going back to, not what the teachers want, but what to 

students want I go back to not what my officers want, I go back to what the community wants. vVhat is 

important to them in law enforcement? What is important to them in policing? What makes them safer in our 

community? And then that's how I decide, how do I deploy my POT's, my police officer trainees. How do I 

posture the four precincts that I have? How do I posture my criminal investigations division, my forensic 

science division, my services bureau1 my admin division, what have you. All that is dependent primarily on 

the needs of the people, and what do the people want? And we build, the analysis is done, and we develop 

what I call, what I've learned in the military, what is our main effort? If our main effort is patrol operations, 

then that's where I'm going to focus a bulk of my officers. Taken into consideration that because we are 

dealing with surges, there's the need to do follow up investigations. So then I also have to look at, do I have a 

sufficient number of personnel on my criminal investigations division, so I have detectives to do follow up 

investigations, and what have you. So I would tell you that we have done that kind of analysis. We've taken a 

look at that, we are posturing ourselves in the police department to be able to meet those needs, but as you 

have eluded, to with your analogy, in your tenure as a principle, that is the same type of analogy I use as the 

Chief of Police in putting the needs of the people at the forefront to drive how we do business in the Guam 

Police Department. 

Speaker Won Pat: 

Thank you. 

Chief Cruz: 
You're welcome ma'am. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Speaker Won Pat Senator Frank Blas. 

Senator Blas: 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Good morning Chief 

Chief Cruz: 
Good morning senator. 

Senator Blas: 
I don't know if you went through this earlier, I apologize if you have, but just for the purposes. Let me talk 

about your, l guess your structure, your fore structure, your break down. 

right now? 

many colonels do you have 
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Chief Cruz: 
We have no colonels right now, sir. 

Senator Blas: 
How many majors do you have? 

Chief Cruz: 
We have one major, sir. 

Senator Blas: 
How many captains do you have? 

Chief Cruz: 
Just a second sir. We have six, six captains right now. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay let me back from the top. How many colonels do you need? 

Chief Cruz: 

One, sir. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay, how many majors do you need? 

Chief Cruz: 

vVe need three, sir. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay, so hmN many captains. how many captains do you need? 

Chief Cruz: 

We need 

Senator Blas: 
So your captain vacancies, none positions right now? For today? 

Chief Cruz: 

For today, I can give you the exact breakdown, senator, on what we need across the board. 

Senator Blas: 
Yeah. And but I'm just talking for today. Your fore structure for today. 

Chief Cruz: 

That is correct. 
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Senator Blas: 
Because my questioning is going to go further, okay? Other scenarios. How many lieutenants do you have? 

Chief Cruz: 

Right now we have 13 lieutenants. 

Senator Blas: 
How many lieutenants do you need? 

Chief Cruz: 

We need l. 

Senator Blas: 
So you need fourteen lieutenants total? 

Chief Cruz: 

We have thirteen, so all together fourteen. 

Senator Blas: 
So going back, you said you had six captains and you need six captains? Or, yeah, six more captain positions 

vacant? 

Chief Cruz: 

We have six positions available for captain. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay. What we have here is the breakdown of a vacancy signing, to know what you currently have, okay? 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. We have six captains on board. 

Senator Blas: 
And thirteen lieutenants. 

Chief Cruz: 

We have thirteen lieutenants on board. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay. How many sergeant II's do you have? 

Chief Cruz: 

We have one sergeant II on board. 

Senator Blas: 

Okay. Sergeant ones. How many sergeant I's do you have? 
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Chief Cruz: 

Twenty-one sergeant I's. 

Senator Blas: 
And your P03' s. 

Chief Cruz: 

Seventy-one P03'S. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay. How many sergeant II's do you need? 

Chief Cruz: 

Sergeant II' s, we need nine sir 

Senator Blas: 
Nine. You need thirty-three sergeant I's? 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. 

Senator Blas: 
On top of the twenty-one that you already have? 

Chief Cruz: 

Based on our organization, on how we're structured, this is what we need. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay, and your P03's, you have, you need 71 P03's? 

Chief Cruz: 

We have 71 

Senator Blas: 
We have 71 P03's, you need 26 more. 

Chief Cruz: 

That's correct 

Senator Blas: 
Okay, now here's an even more difficult question. Of the positions that I've given to you here, how many are 

you going to lose to retirement by the of the fiscal vear, at the end of this vear? , . 
Chief Cruz: 

For those that have submitted letters of intent to retire, we're looking at about five to six right now. To retire in 

this physical 
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Senator Blas: 
So that's not, so five to six of what you currently have, that's not five to six of, that's including what you, what 

you're asking for. 

Chief Cruz: 

That's not withstanding what's in this 

Senator Blas: 
Notwithstanding. 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay. What's your total force structure? 

Chief Cruz: 

326 uniform and roughly 52 civilians. 

Senator Blas: 
What's your optimal, what do you want to get at? 

Chief Cruz: 

Optimally, 526. Based on population, again and the table that we put together, our organizational table. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay, I see some guys that were in the police department when I was in there. 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes. 

Senator Blas: 
Captain Mark, do you remember what was the largest force structure we had? Four hundred some? Okay 

Chief Cruz: 

I that in the testimony, senator. The breakdown of when we peaked and when we were at our highest 

and when we were at our lowest. I gave that testimony earlier. 

Senator Blas: 
Okay. And I appredate the discussions that we were having with regards to the recruitment the retention. You 

know, and hoping and seeing how we can a line what is being offered already at the University of Guam and 

the Guam Community College through POST Commission and what the requirements are. Is it very safe to 

say that you still there's that psychological component that's still needs to be, that is a major factor to it, in 

determining whether or not an individual, although they may have a master, bachelors, a masters or even a 

doctorate. Has the capacity to become a police officer? 
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Senator Blas: 
Is this one of the things that you need to, that was probably lacking in as far as the gaps that existed in 

between the current academic courses that were offered and what they expectations and what they, what the 

needs are. 

Chief Cruz: 

I will say, senator, you are absolutely right. And even in this last cycle, we experienced that with one POT 

resigning, not long before graduation. Going though about and a half months of academic training and a 

controlled environment at the Guam Community College. Then going out on the road for on the job training 

realizing that this is not what they were cut out for. So to answer your question directly, yes there is that 

psychological factor that we must take into consideration. We use the psychological evaluation upfront as a 

means to be able to determine suitability, whether a person truly is fit, or cut out, based on an analysis from a 

medical professional in the behavioral sciences area to determine that. Jiowever, the better assessment is when 

they actually get in. but we do see that there are those gaps that do exists. Somebody could walk into the door 

with a PhD, but they1re not cut out to do law enforcement work. They're not cut out to do law enforcement 

work regardless of how many degrees they do have. So to answer your question upfront, yes senator, we do 

see those gaps and those were the gaps that we were referencing that we need to contain or close as we have 

discussions with CCC and the University of Guam. 

Senator Blas: 
And can that be said to, as you promote up the ranks. As you go up the ranks. That there is that same 

assessment with regards to, not just your academic knowledge, the knowledge that you have, but you know a 

number of other things that have taken into consideration, the psychological aspect of it 

Chief Cruz: 

I would say senator; you are absolutely right. In that, if a person, as we groom these individuals and try and 

get them the succession training and education that they need to be able to go from one rank to the next rank 

or several ranks, because that's what the law allows for, are they truly ready for that? So those are discussions 

that \'\'e're taking a look at but we do see that there are gaps there as well. Although a person is educated1 and 

is qualified based on his or hers experience out on the road or in the department, are they truly ready for that 

position of higher rank, of higher responsibility? 

Senator Blas: 
And I think, this discussion, is important so that we. I don't want to offend, nor do I want to relegate you 

know, other positions that exists in other professions. But when you're talking about just the recruitment and 

then the promotions within the ranks of this organizations, that there are, on top the knowledge gained or 

""'"r1""" to be able to move up there's also a psychological factor. 

Chief Cruz: 

Absolutely. 

Senator Blas: 
That needs to be considered. 
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Chief Cruz: 

Yes, sir. 

Senator Blas: 
And so when you are trying to find how, why it is becoming difficult to go from a P03 to a sergeant I or 

sergeant I to a sergeant II, or even jump a rank if you can still do this. That it1 s much different if you were to go 

from another, I'll probably get in trouble by my wife and by you, okay. It's different from went from a teacher 

one to a teacher two. 

that here. Okay? 

that's what I wanted to make sure. There is that differentiation, so that we understand 

Chief Cruz: 

Yes 1 sir. Thank you sir, I appreciate that, and we are looking into that. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Senator Blas. Senators, I'm going to have to take one more question and then we're 

going to proceed with the rest of the agenda because we do have other individuals who have signed in for this 

particular legislation. Vice speaker Cruz. Okay, Vice Chair Ada. 

Vice Chairman Ada: 

Chief Cruz, for these promotions, iVhat's the criteria? Is it time in grade and in service? 

Chief Cruz: 

It is a combination. There is time in grade, time in service, as well as education. For ranking officers, the 

current law indicates, or states that to be a ranking officer i.e.: lieutenant or higher you must possess the 

minimum of a bachelor's degree. So just like \Vith the Chief of Police position, there are certain amount of 

experience that is required, there's a certain longevity that is required, there's also an education piece that is 

required for the ranking officers, the staff officers, and above. 

Vice Chairman Ada: 

Okay, so, and I ask that question simply because then, for example, although you have six vacancies, let's say 

for police captain, if one of the criteria is time in grade, how many lieutenants did you say you had right now? 

Chief Cruz: 

I have 13 sir. 

Vice Chairman Ada: 

13, so conceivably, only, well then, if there's a time in grade requirement then a sergeant II who could have 

been in the department for forever, would not be considered for a captains. 

Chief Cruz: 

That is not correct uc'"'"H'<= the allo,ws a police to jump ranks. 
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Vice Chairman Ada: 

That's why I was asking about the time in grade. So normally, a lieutenant would not, could not, at least in the 

military a lieutenant could not be promoted to a major unless he has time in grade as a captain. 

Chief Cruz: 

So I stand correct on that comment I made senator, the requirement is longevity in the department so it would 

be time in service. Because the current law as introduced and passed by previous legislative bodies allmvs for 

a police officer to from one rank and jump several ranks, exist there it would be longevity so that would go 

to time in service, that would equate to time in service. 

Vice Chairman Ada: 

Okay so it's very possible then for a police sergeant to bypass a lieutenant and the next day become the 

supervisor of that lieutenant he used to answer to. 

Chief Cruz: 

Based on the current law, yes sir. 

Vice Chairman Ada: 

Okay1 great. Thank you. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Senator Ada. I do have chief, thank you very much for your testimony this morning, 

this afternoon on Bill No. 309-33. I would like to invite the following individuals who have signed up. I've 

noticed that they also have submitted written testimony, so if you would like the committee to consider your 

written testimony and forego on oral presentation then by all means that is an option that is available to you, 

but I do have Paul Sayama, Andrew Quitugua, Eugene Charfauros, Susie Santos, and Raymond Perez. So if I 

can invite these individuals if you would like to provide verbal testimony this afternoon. Paul 

Andrew Quitugua, Eugene Charfauros, Susie Santos, and Raymond please. Okay if I can get you to 

identify yourself for the record and then please proceed with your testimony. Thank you. 

Mr. Eugene Charfauros: 

[Written Testimony Attached] 

And in conclusion testimony l would like to just add that pretty much what I said only complimented 

the presentation that our chief gave you and I know that there has been in the several weeks or months 

you've seen a big turnout of police officers mostly in the lower ranks where I'm at, police officer II, 

and below and we come out a support and a lot of times we don't provide a lot of testimony and that's due in 

part to the effective communication that our has with the command staff that is in place. All the 

information in reference to this bill to the past bills that have been introduced to this legislative body have 

gone down the chain from our chief through the command staff down to the police officer I so input has been 

gathered from the bottom and has been channeled to the top. 
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Mr. Eugene Charfauros: 

So everything that the chief has presented is pretty much going to be repeated most of the testimony that you 

hear. The officers that are in this room today are here to support the chief because he speaks on our behalf and 

as you can see that's evident And that's the first time that I've seen in the 18 years of my career that a chief has 

actually taken from the top all the way down to the bottom. Has gathered the input from the troops from the 

top, all the way down to the police officer trainee that just graduated last week from the police academy so he 

can come here prepared to give proper testimony to justify legislation that concerns our department so that 

concludes my testimony for Bill No. 309. Dang kolo Na Si Yuus Ma1 ase Para I ... 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Officer Charfauros. I appreciate your testimony this afternoon. Also, I would like to 

encourage everybody in the audience, because of Officer Charfauros, he reminded us about the level of 

support that is being extended to the Chief's comments so I encourage you to please sign in and just signify 

your support because it always enhances the overall presentation and support of the proposed legislation. 

ma' am. Please identify yourself for the record and proceed. 

Ms. Susie Santos: 

[Written Testimony Attached] 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Officer Santos for your testimony this afternoon. Captain Perez. 

Mr. Raymond Perez: 

Thank you for the opportunity for us to testify on this bill. I actually put together, I hope it's going to be a 

quick slide show because I know it's getting closer to lunch for everybody. 501 we'll just go through this real 

quick. So I actually put this together based on three reasons1 which is legal reasons, proactive or the strategic 

reasons and the practical reason for supporting this bill and why it should be passed. Now the legal reasons 

basically come back to this whole issue of promise comp and under filing and detailed pay and the things we 

are not doing or haven't been doing for long time you've heard a lot of the testimony talk about how we 

haven't been prompting for over ten years and really what it comes down to, the positions and I have a slide 

here that has a summary of few of the positions, but if you look at the comparison of positions you'll see that a 

lot of folks are under filling and so these positions that we have estabiished are obviously legaHy established. 

Number one, and because they are legally established they should have been filled, but we had as a 

department has an attitude of pressing forward and not necessarily worrying about these whether or not 

are being promoted. Just go out and do your job you know. It's a very tasked and goal oriented organization. 

For the most part our folks don't really complain about \vhat they are doing. They should just post for it and 

do it Now this chart has a representative example, it's not everything, but if you reaUy kind of take a look at it 

for example the police lieutenant shows that his job standard is commanding a section. However, you can talk 

to all our precinct commanders and you'll see that they're actually lieutenants. That position is typically a 

captain's job. Now you go down and you'll see your police sergeants. 
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Mr. Raymond Perez: 

They supervise police officers, but what are they doing now? They are actually supervising P03' s or acting 

sergeants. Next level down the police officers. Now, this has recently been short of fixed, but we don't have 

enough sergeants to fix it For the longest time for up until maybe a month ago or so, or actually even a few 

weeks our police officer III' s are supposed to be team leaders and part of the team and not supposed to be the 

supervisors, but they have been doing the supervisory work for police officers. Now stepping down actually 

two levels to the police officer, as you read the job description there it says entry level position. And when you 

think about how our police officers have been serving, I think Susie are you a II or a I? You're a I and she just 

mentioned that she has been doing that work for how long? 10-11 years. 11 years just doesn't equate to entry 

level. It just doesn't make sense1 and so when you look at what she has been doing, the full compliment when 

you look at the duties actually performed, she's doing the full compliment and she works independently. So 

she's really doing a police officer II or III job and that's really the jest of the whole thing when you talk about 

this legal reasons to do the promotions because right now we are not doing what we're supposed to do. This 

only sets things back where they are supposed to be if we move forward with the promotions. This is a graphic 

illustration of the levels of which personnel are performing. So, as you can see from the very bottom police 

officers are performing at the entry level, and officer II' s are performing as team leads in some cases and once 

in awhile they actually perform as supervisors. Our team leads have been performing as field supervisors, unit 

supervisors. Again, we kind of fix hat partially out on the field on patrol, but when you look at CID or 

investigative units we pretty much have police officer Ill's doing the supervision. So the problems hasn't quite 

gone away. We still have the same problems and going up the line you see the trend there. The red arrows 

actually indicate what positions they are working into or what the coming down for. So and again, it's just a 

graphic illustration of what I just talked about. Now, the strategic side is really looking into the future. This 

chart is kind of visualization. If you're really going to look at this chart for reality you just have a bunch of 

spaghetti because if you look at the factors here we are talking about, globalization, technology, demographics, 

and societal values, it's just a big mix of things. 111is is just a clean chart that tries to explain something that 

really is a big mix up. Now, when vve are talking about the globalization and economic, a lot of this stuff, I'll 

try to go over it real quickly because I understand that you know, I've turned in the slides by email but a lot of 

the stuff that happens with globalization drives pretty much everything and because everything is intertwined 

you're going to see issues with security and that's where you know on one side you look at this chart, we have 

challenges on one side and there is strategies on the other and I'm going to focus more on the challenges 

because the reason why I put this slide up here is to an idea of how important globalization is going to the 

future because I just kind of talked about where we are going right now but going into future we really 

need to think about what we are going to do 10 15, 20 or even beyond that because there is going to be a 

change in our demographics, be changes in technology and so forth. All these factors are going to come in to 

play, but one of the big things based on the research that I've done is that mass migration drives a lot of stuff 

simply because when the people start looking for a better life, it changes the other factors, demographics, 

social values and so forth, but in the end when you look at this, it pushes a lot of social unrest and that 

obviously deals a lot with having to take care of the community and getting your police force ready for those 

things. 
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Mr. Raymond Perez: 

At the lower side \Ve have the market crash, because of the market crash that came out, there's been a lot of 

tight federal funding so although we have been relying on that a lot for some of the supplements that \Ve get to 

help us carry out our responsibilities as a department, the monies are getting tighter and of course locally the 

monies are getting tighter too. Looking at this, it also pushed the need for information technology and of 

course we have to adapt to that. When you kind of go over to the side of this strategy, you see predictive 

policing. There's a lot of information technologies solutions, we try and make the analysis of our problems 

more efficient and really we can push into the information technology a little harder. We could probably get 

things done a little bit more effectively, but still the ground work will always always be done by our police 

officers one or another. The other ones, we'll have to carry out these things. The analysis and the 

information technology that makes our work better and more effective is still going to be carried out by our 

officers. So technology, we kind of have, we all are very familiar with the issues of technology. We see the 

social media problems. Everything gets exposed. Your whole life is online and even when you don't want it to 

be. In fact that whole bill that's corning up about revenge pornography and those issues it's pushing forward. 

When people do things where they break the law to commit a crime there's got to be a way to enforce it. 

Anyway, getting back to this, the term knowledge democratization really talks about that and how 

information is available to everybody and what's going to happen is that we are going to have a very educated 

public and we are pretty much on that right now and pushing forward on trying to service the public who is 

very educated and has easy access to information is going to be a bigger challenge if we don't have our officers 

more educated, more in tuned. I kind of mentioned already, I kind of went over those issues with crimes and 

information technology and the internet and all of those concerns that we have i-vith the virtual mobility. We 

are going to have scams and identity theft. We are going to have transnational crime. So we have t respond to 

that force by having our officers train and of course the issues of privacy rights which is corning up in one of 

the bills you are going to hear today. We also have to keep pace with that and make sure that we are up to date 

and up to par as being able to address it and take care of our citizen's privacy concerns. As mentioned earlier 

with demographics, the mass migration what the trend is in the future and based on the research that I've 

seen is that in the developing countries you start to have a tapering off of the population. So you are going to 

basically find people who are looking for greater opportunities out here in of coarse being associated with the 

United States, a western country where there is a lot of opportunities, there is going to be an influx and a Jot of 

that is driven by the desire to improve your lively hood. So when we start to see the people come in, we are 

going to have to do better peace keeping if we start to have the social unrest and the conflicts within what's 

going on. We also have to consider other ways to look at if our population is going down, we are going to 

have to adjust to those things with our future force because on a later side we are going to see that we are 

going to have a different kind of police officer that's going to come out with the new generation folks. They 

have a different way of looking at things. that of course is up next and when you look at this, trying to 

address these issues with the new generation employees, that a lot of them are more transient when they go to 

work. I guess there has been a few studies about a lot of them having four or five jobs and you know they 

don't necessarily with an employer. So, how do we address that need? Part of that comes back to building 

a career progression plan. Actually building levels and I know that there was a question asked earlier about 

are we looking how our needs, are we looking at the students? 
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Mr. Raymond Perez: 

Are we looking at the teachers? So when you use that analogy and we start looking at the public and what the 

public needs well obviously we are going to have to tailor that to make sure that the teachers are doing what is 

needed to give the students what they need and so we start looking at how \.\'e are going to build our force for 

the future and one of the things that kind of becomes evident to me is that \Ve are really need to bring a better 

developmental system and perhaps even more grades within the system. In other words, how we have it right 

now. We basically have POl's, P02's, P03's, but when you look at the structure, we have a lot of management 

and supervision, but in order for us to keep people at the line level and flatten perhaps our organizations so 

we have less management and supervision we may have to convert those positions so we can have the 

incentive to be a police officer longer. Right now if you're a police officer and you move up from a 1 to a 2 or a 

2 to a 3 at some point you are stepping into supervision and management if you want to go beyond that and 

the problem that I see there is that now I take an excellent officer who does very well in the community and 

does a lot of things good in the field and you tum him into a manager. So you taken him offline. So future 

focus we need to start looking at Maybe that's what we need to do. Expanding the line opportunities and 

reducing the upper level of our organization. So practical reasons really. If you look at it, it kind of meshes 

with what I just talked about, but you know as far as practical reasons today and now we have complexity that 

kind of proceeds, it kind of matches with technology and of course, we don't expect technology to go 

backward. It's never going to go backwards unless something really really bad happens to our world. It's not 

going backwards and we are going to have to continue to adjust Business as usual. Statute and court decisions 

constantly change what we do and we have to keep up with it. So as the legislature passes laws, we have court 

precedence for the different constitutional findings in the Supreme Court Of course we have to adjust; our 

folks have to keep up with those adjustments. I mention how we are going to have a more educated public, 

and again to service the educated public, our officers had better be on point to go out there and answer those 

complaints and give the public what they need. Just a little bit earlier I mentioned about having a 

developmental system~ That again is something where if we build this system not just in building more chairs 

for our officers, but also building intuitive system where you know there is requirements for promotion that 

you demonstrate your knowledge and your skills as you go up. That's something that I hope would keep our 

retention going too and that of course that leads to the next bullet is that that would be incentive. And that 

incentive would help our new generation officers who may not decide to stay other than if you give them 

more opportunities maybe they'll stay a little bit longer. Maybe they'll continue to want to serve and I 

understand if you kind of study the length of service for a lot of folks there's a certain point and I think 

the 10 year mark where they maybe don1 t stay as Jong. Roughly around the 10 mark Maybe before 

that but after 10 years they tend to stay. that's what we want to aim for. We want to make sure we keep our 

folks as long as we can because when they get really good at their jobs, then we want to keep those kind of 

folks on the line. Lastly on this slide is that talking about all the previous promises. The strategic concerns is 

that we have shifted from response nationally to more problem solving and admittedly I don't believe that we 

have that far here locally, but that is the trend. That's really the only way to make the most efficient use 

of your resources. Actually study, do the analysis of all of our problems. Actually come and see where we can 

attack the problem based on the root causes as opposed to just seeing the problem and then throwing more 

people at it. 111at's really not the answer. 
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Mr. Raymond Perez: 

The answer is actually getting back to the root causes and finding what they are and then actually attacking 

the problem at the root causes. I guess to put it into perspective, there are certain communities that have used 

an approach where they had and disorder in their neighborhoods and what they found out is that after they 

started to analyze all of the reasons why the crime and disorder was coming about. They found out the reason 

why is because a lot of people were stealing to support drug habits. So when they attack the drug habit in that 

community, in that neighborhood it actually receded, but again it's one of those things we need to study what 

the root causes are and attack it that way. So, final slide. Like I said, I tried to make it as quick as possible. Final 

slide, ultimately we need to protect the community by retaining and developing talented officers with a 

community service mindset So that's I tried to make it quick. I am subject to your questions. 

Chairman Aguon: 

Thank you very much Captain Perez. Officer Charfauros. Officer Santos. Thank you very much for your 

testimony this afternoon. For the information of the public, the committee will continue to receive written 

testimony subsequent to this public hearing date for the next 10 calendar days. The next ten calendar days. So 

thank you very much again officers and Chief Cruz. Thank you for your tesHmony this afternoon. 

The public hearing adjourned at 1:20 PM. 

III. WRITTEN TESTIMONY 

The following individuals submitted written testimonies to the Committee on Guam U.S Military Relocation, 
Public Safety, and Judiciary before or after the scheduled public hearing on Wednesday, May 251h 2016 at 
11 :OOAM in I Liheslatura's Public Hearing Room. 

1. Mr. Joseph I. Cruz, Guam Police Department, Chief 
2. Mr. Eugene C Charfauros, Chalan Pago Resident, Constituent 
3. Ms. Susie Santos, Guam Police Department, Police Officer I 
4. Mr. Raymond Perez, Guam Police Department, Captain 
5. Mr. Paul Sayama, Guam Police Department, Lieutenant 
6. Mr. Fred Bordallo, Private Citizen 

IV. FINDINGS & RECCOMMENDATIONS 
The Committee on Guam U.S Military Relocation, Public Safety, and J diciary hereb 1 reports out Bill No. 309-

33(LS), As Substituted by the Committee with the recommendation 
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I ,lfJNA' TRENTAJ TRES NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
2016 (SECOND) Regular Session 

Introduced by: Brant T. l\kCreadie,-'--'~·-~ 
V. Anthony Ada 

Frank F. Blas, Jr. ~-_ __,/,/-
FRANK B. AGUON, J ~ 

D.G. RODRIGUEZ, JR. v1/ '',,~ 
T.A. Morrisow1-.., ~6~,_, '-tr.,. 
Rory J. RespiciJtvv 

I 

AN ACT TO ADD A NEW SECTION 3A TO 
CHAPTER XIV OF PUBLIC LA \V 33-66. 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM: 

2 Section l. A new Section 3A is hereby added to Chapter XIV of Public Law, 
! 

3 33-66 to read: 

4 "Section 3A. Authorization for Promotions in GPD. Notwithstanding 

5 any other provision of law~ the Chief of the GPD hereby authorized to use funds 

6 from the allocations made to the GPD in Section 2 of this Chapter of this Act fiJr the 

7 purpose of promotions." 

8 Section 2. Severability. If any provision of this Law or its application to 

9 or circumstance is found to invaiid or contrary to . such invaliditv shall - ~ 

10 not affect other provisions or applications of this which can be effect 

11 the invalid or application, to this end the provisions of this 

12 are severable. 
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I MINA' TRENT Al TRES NA LJHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
2016 (SECOND) Regular Session 

Bill No. 309-33 (l,S) 
As Substituted by the Committee 
On Guam U.S. Military Relocation, 
Public Safety, & Judiciary 

Introduced by: Brant T. Mccreadie 
V. Anthony Ada 
Frank F. Blas, Jr. 
FRANK B. AGUON, JR. 
D.G. RODRIGUEZ, JR. 
T.A. Morrison 
Rory J. Respicio 
T.R. Mufia Barnes 

AN ACT TO ADD A NEW SECTION 3A TO 
CHAPTER XIV OF PUBLIC LAW 33-66 RELATIVE 
TO AUTHORIZING THE GUAM POLICE 
DEPARTMENT TO USE PUBLIC SAFETY 
VACANCY POOL FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
PROMOTIONS. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM: 

Section 1. A new Section 3A is hereby added to Chapter XIV of Public Law 

33-66 to read: 

"Section 3A. Authorization for Promotions in GPD. Notwithstanding 

any other provision of law, the Chief of the GPD is hereby authorized to use funds 

from the allocations made to the Public Safety Vacancy Pool Cost Account in Section 

2 of this Chapter of this Act for the purpose of promotions." 

Section 2. Severability. If any provision of this law or its application to any 

person or circumstance is found to be invalid or contrary to law, such invalidity shall 
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not affect other provisions or applications of this law that can be given effect without 

the invalid provisions or application, and to this end the .provisions of this law 

severable. 
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF 
JOSEPH I. CRUZ 

Chief of Pollce, Guam Pollce Department 
IN SUPPORT OF BILL 309-33(LS) -

RELATIVE TO AUTHORIZATION FOR PROMOTIONS IN GPO 
Before the Committee on Guam U.S. Military 

Relocatlon, Public Safety and Judiciary 
33Ro Guam Leglslature 

May 25, 2016 

.JOSEPH I. CRl.'Z 
Chief of Police 

Magof Ha'Ani yan Hafa Adai, Chairman Aguon and Members of the Committee on Guam 
U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety and Judiciary. 

I am Joseph I. Cruz, Chief of Police for the Guam Police Department, and I thank you for 
the opportunity to appear before you today in my official capacity along with key members 
of the Guam Police Department to render testimony in support of Bill 309-33{LS). 

The Guam Police Department strength reports for previous years, as seen in the graph that 
I have provided, represents the number of sworn personnel in the department at the end of 
each fiscal year from 2005 to 2015. Over these ten years, sworn personnel have dropped 
to the lowest numbers during FY2011 with 298 officers and the highest with 326 officers 
during FY2015. 
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Wo.rkltlgin conjunction with the Apprenticeship Training program administered .. by the 
Guam Community CoHege1 trainees are certified i~ this program .at no. cost to the 
department. The c:hallenge!l faced by the gra.nt program is a minimum number of trainees 

needed to form a cohort· receiving education in a reduced timeframe external to the 
trai:Httc,ruu Spring al1(f Fall semesters •of> the college. . .. . .·. . the .required. number . of 
trainees, ·ec1ucatton completion can .be as lengthy as.two (2) .Years. the cost of education 

a~d certifi.catlon training not a$S()Ciated with the ........ ·. . ..•.·· .... ·.·.• .. ·. 6nmt Program is 
approxi.matefy·$7,542~00 per trainee for 49 ~edits.·that· include· admission· fees, lab• fees 
and books. 

The ... outcornes·.associated ·with the. recruitment,· training·. and consistent funding.· through 
gen.eral appropriations wtthoUt restriction, will Increase·. the potlee force . by at least one 
hundte(j and ~ four{164) sworn per$0nnel by the close of Fiscal. ¥ear 2019. 
to recruit atJeast 30. Police Officer Trainees during FY2017 win accommodate. those that 
are .·.~eduled .·to CQnJmef1ce from the·upc:Oming Police Academy,•. which starts in August 
201ti with completion In· April 2017. 

The costs assoclat~ wltb the recruitment and training of a (1)Pollce Officer Trainee are 
seen in Annual 5alary, .Fringe BenefifS, and a ··Uniform Allowance at $39,973.00: ... Pre
EmploymeJ'lfrequirements of a psychologic81 test·· and drugscre&ningat $620.00; · Pofice 
Academy costs at $7,642.00; .and Essential Police •Equipment at $8,930.00.· the total cost 
for.th.e· recrultment1 training and certification .of a Pollce·()fflcer Trainee·.for.th£t. inltialyear 
is$67,065,00. 

The recruitment, training, anc:tcertiflcation of a total •of forty (40) Polfce Officer Trainees1 

every f~I year .beginning in FY2017 through to FY202~wlll provide the.much .ne.eded 
supl>t)rt of swonfofficers to meet the. community public safety needs~ FY2017 and 
succeeding FiscatYeal'$ until FY 2021 wm recruit, train and certify a total of two hu11dred 
(200) Poli¢tl Officer Trainees• and st.lstain those PO'rs certified in the Preceding years. The 
chart ·below provides the budget·impactfor each Fl$cat¥ear and the total impact expected 
from FY2017 to FY2021. 

BUDGET INCREASE BY YEAR 

FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY20ZO FY2021 

$2,282,600.00 $3,881,520.00 $5,480,440.00 $7,079,360.00 $8,678,280.00 

TOTAL COST: $27,402,200.00 
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March 25, 2016 

Mina' T rentai~ T res 
Na Liheslaturan Guahan 
155 Hesler Place 
Hagatfta Guam 96910 

Buen as Yan Hafa Adai, 
Honorable Senators of our 33rd Guam Legislature. I am Police Officer III Eugene C. Charfauros 
and I sit before members of this legislative body in support of Bill 309 which would give our 
Chief authorization to use funds allocated from our current budget for the purposes of 
promotions. 

I would like to thank Senator Brant McCreadie for introducing this legislation, along with the 
co#sponsorships of Senators 

• Frank Aguon Jr. 
• Tony Ada, 
• Frank F Blas Jr., 
• Dennis G. Rodrigues Jr., 
• Tommy Morrsion and 
• Rory]. Respicio 

I come before all of you today as a proud member of our police department. I joined the ranks of 
the Guam Police Department in 1998 as a member of the 39th Police Cycle. From 1998~ 2001, a 
total of five police academies ranging from the 3fh, 38th' 39th, 40th, and 4lst Police Cycles 
graduated. For the first two years of my career I was part of a department that was properly 
structured and staffed, having over 500 uniformed personnel. As a Police Officer I, I 
experienced being assigned to a precinct that had a strong civilian support staff, with a 
uniformed command staff that consisted of a Police Major, A Police Captain, A Police 
Lieutenant, and two Sergeant Il"s. My platoon consisted of two (2) Senior Sergeant I's that 
supervised the patrol units, while senior ranking Officers in the rank of Police Officer Ill's and 
Police Officer II's were given beats to patrol and responded to calls alongside myself and other 
Police Officer I's. Then what we have all come to know as the "Mass Exodus" or "Early out 
Retirement" happened. This very same initiative that was intended to save our government 
money became a double edged sword, as it decreased our work force and required those that 
were left behind to under fill positions above their rank and grade. 

According to the Bureau of Justice and Statistics, the United States overall has a ratio of 2.4 
police officers per 1000 citizens, which has remained relatively constant over the last 30 years. 
Today, our Guam Police Department employs 314 uniformed police officers. With a population 
of approximately 162,000 people, Guam has a ratio of I.4 police officers per 1000 citizens. l 
Officer short for every thousand people in comparison to the National Average. That's if we 
take into account the full number of 314 uniformed officers. From this actual number 
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• 22 are Command Staff Members ranging from our Chief of Police down to the Rank of 
Sergeant II, whose primary functions and duties are to manage our department. 
Following these 22 command staff members we have 

• 21 Sergeant I's 
• 71 Police Officer III's 
• 60 Police Officer II's 
• 117 Police Officer I's 
• 23 Police Officer Trainee's. (Recent Graduation of 18 POTS, 5 awaiting training) 
• These numbers do not include those that are currently on extended leave or up for near 

retirement. 

• Factoring in those numbers actually leaves a realistic number of 268 "Boots on the 
Ground" 

Within the past 18 years, I along with the peers of my generation have been afforded 
promotional opportunities twice. Most of us held the position of Police Officer I for five years 
before being promoted to the rank of Police Officer II in July of 2004. In December of 2006 I was 
promoted to my current rank of Police Officer III. Two weeks following my promotion I was 
immediately tested and given responsibilities expected of a Sergeant I as I was assigned a 
platoon of patrol officers to supervise. In the years to follow I continued to carry on these duties 
and responsibilities under the Investigations Bureau, serving as the Unit Supervisor for the 
Crimes Against Persons Unit and the Property Crimes Unit. 

From December of 2014 to the present time I have served as the Officer In Charge of the 
Domestic Assault Response Team (D.AR.T.). This multidisciplinary team consists of both 
uniformed and civilian personnel specializing in the field of Family Violence, Sexual Assault and 
Stalking. This specialized unit receives federal funding, which requires proper management and 
accountability in order to meet federal mandates and budgetary requirements. The complexity 
of my current assignment has elevated my duties and responsibilities, in which I now perform 
duties expected of a Police Lieutenant and at times even a Police Captain. 

Despite taking on these responsibilities within the past decade I have not been alone. I have 
seen others at my rank, below my rank, and above my rank take on duties and responsibilities 
above their pay and grade. There are Police Officer I's that have been holding that rank for 
fifteen years. I currently have three investigators assigned to my unit who have been Police 
Officer I's for eleven (11) years, but yet have performed duties of a Police Officer II and Ill I also 
have peers in my generation from the 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, and 4lst cycle that have not been 
given promotional opportunities in the past ten years, but have rose to the occasion of filling 
positions required of them in order to maintain the mission and objectives of our police 
department. Some of them serve as field or unit supervisors, while others serve as the Officer In 
Charge of other units such as Community Affairs, Crime Stoppers, our Detention Section and 
our Volunteer Services Section. 

Most of us can request for detail pay, but that does not address the real problem. We will only 
find ourselves back here again in reference to legislation similar to Senator Aguon's Bill 308 and 
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Senator Rodriguez's Bill 310, both of which address the issues behind detailed pay and 
assignments. 

In lieu of asking for detail pay, I have reserved my request for a day like today. I implore all of 
you to support Bill 309. For years the opportunity for promotion and to recover from the "Mass 
Exodus" has been put on hold due to funding issues, yet the women and men of your police 
department have continued to remain loyal in their unwavering commitment to serve and 
protect our island and its people. For the record, Bill 309 does not ask for additional funding for 
these promotions. The money is already within our budget. As leaders of our government, the 
passage of Bill 309 into Public Law will only show this legislative body's continued commitment 
to be fiscally responsible and prioritize "Public Safety" amongst its priority counterparts of 
"Education"' and "Health" 

This piece of legislation offers more than just mere promotions amongst the ranks. It presents 
an opportunity to provide the foundation of building a stronger and properly structured police 
department deserving of our people. This concludes my testimony in regards to my support of 
Bill 309. 

Si Yu'u Ma'asse Put I Tiempon~miyu. 

Eugene . a auras 
Constituent/Chalan Pago 
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Good afternoon Chair man Senator Frank Aguon, Guam Military Affairs and Honorable Members of the 

Committee on Public Safety 

I am excited to know that the opportunity to be promoted in the department is near. I am excited to say 

that after 10 years in being in the department, I'm getting the opportunity to grow in rank and not just 

in years. I am excited to know that for my fellow comrades who had served longer than I, are finally 

going to get an additional stripe. Sirs & Ma' ams, this opportunity has been a long time coming and well 

deserving for the men and women in blue, who has faithfully served this community. To many, GPD 

may not be the apple in their eye nor would they favor the promotion. As there been reports about 

officers coming short in their duties but there are many more reports of success that don't get 

recognized or publicized. Many remember the bad but no recognition on the good. 

The men and women in blue have dedicated many years in their job and wore multiple hats to 

successfully accomplish the missions in the department. The Department has not faltered but has rose 

to every obstacles that came our way. For every rock thrown, we made home runs. It's about that time 

to recognize the men and women in blue and recognized them for what they deserve. Sirs and Ma'am, 

when the bill passed to grant us a 40% raise at a 1 year increment, we waited longer than that. And 

though it was committed to us, GPD Officers remained committed to the government and community. 

Sirs and Ma' ams, we have waited long enough for a promotion and I feel that it's that time to recognize 

all that we have done, and grant us to rise .in r;;inks rather than hold us down. We are survivors in raging 

sea that has strong currents that wants to ~us down but how long should it be allowed for us to 

wonder in the ocean. Sirs and Ma' ams, activate the rescue team and do not allow us to wait any longer. 

I would like to end by humbly asking for your support and to vote in favor of Bill 309. 
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Dear Senator Aguon, 

I am submitting the attached document in support of Bill No. 309-33 (LS) -An act to add a new 
section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have 
any questions. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Raymond Perez 
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33rd Guam Legislature 

Written Testimony Bill 309~33 

Hafa Adai Senators, 

My name is Paul Sayama and I serve as the Special Assistant to the Chief of Police 
(SACOP) holding the rank of a Police Lieutenant. I have been employed with the Guam 
Police Department since April 1984, 

Over the past 32 years of service with the Guam Police Department, law enforcement 
officers are recognized and regarded as professionals, The law enforcement nr.nt<J•~<'''"" 
continues to evolve and meet the changing demands of our constituents in our 
community. Our Officers are required to keep current \<\'ith ever changing statutes 
and laws. We are often called upon to provide testimony or sit-in on committees to offer 
our expertise and our ideas towards creative, pro-active solutions. 

Law enforcement officers and more specifically, police officers should be regarded as 
professionals due to our specialized skills set which is acquired through education, 
training, and experiences that are critical tools required to meet the basic requirements 
in performing their jobs, Due to the need for and 
officers who have attained skills and beyond basic 

their motivation and be promoted accordingly. 

Since I first started at GPD over 30 years ago, the basic entry level requirements have 
changed, Initially, an Associate Degree or equivalent sufficed, however, with the 
increase in duties and responsibilities to an educated community, the demographics of 
our entry-level officers is also changing. Many of our level officers have earned a 
Bachelor's Degree or even a Master's Degree, The knowledge and experience I have 
gained over the past 32 years, along with my educational a 
Master's Degree has well equipped me to serve the Guam Police Department~ so I can 
attest to the of an academic in combination with law enforcement 

In 1999, there was a ma.ss exodus of officers attributed to the early out option. Since that 
time, the Guam Police had a difficult time in an 
number of police officers and has had to the numbers with a 
workforce, Further, GPD has had difficult time in retaining and our current 

enforcement entities benefits 
are able to and em1carea 

and passage of Bill No, 309~33 would 
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Fredbordallojr <1fedbordaHojr@yahoo.com> Thu, May 26, 2016 at 8:28 AM 
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Ok Billy promised that I would send information. I support BILL 309~33 yet the Information I am sending should be 
considered by the legislature. In terms of actual cost to ensure it is manageable. I heard Senator Frank Blas 
Honing in on some greatquestions position by position and asking Chief Cruz the right questions such as how 
many police commanders you need ... How many police majon:i." How many poilce captains . ., Heard Chief 
Cruz state had Police Officer IH positions onboard, and that his request for an additional 26 Police Officers 
to be Promoted to Police Officer Ht .. Geaz that will increase the Police Officer Ill positions to 97!! 

Heard Senator Wonpat state to the Chief Cruz .. She was concern that Chief Cruz was not going to "bloat" the 
department with this promotion that could resultin "too many chiefs few Indians" The increase of Police Officer Ill 
is just exactly that because Police Officer Ill positions are super\fsory management positions. You can check 
DOA the POiice Officer Ill position is a super\fsor position. 

Otherwise otherrequest that Chief Is presenting are critical such as need Sergeants, 
Captains, Majors, Commander, and below some Police Officer I, to Police Officer II but those should be in 
increments competitiw with cleared good conduct performance records not a history of ad\erse actions \AOlating 
department rules and regulations. We should not be rewarding some officers in the force who ha"'3 a negative 
performance record of disciplinary actions with an automatic promotion. 

On another note that Vice Speaker RJ. Cruz mentioned during hearing, a FOIA request to the Guam POST 
Commission would elicit any info of a certified basic training program designed for persons with Criminal Justice 
Degrees provtding reciprocity. The Vice Speaker is on the right track" There are a of graduates looking for 

opportunities with 

from 

1/1 



For Consideration of BILL 309-33 

Discussion: 

The below data are estimates in personnel cost for Guam Police Department 
staffing levels based on FY2015 Guam Police Department 4th quarter staffing 
report. The decision for the promotion of officers within the Guam Police 
Department should be carefully considered. There are some significant issues of 
concern by the public that are expected to arise from proposals to increase the 
salaries of 132 police officers through promotions of 132 police personnel that the 
Chief of Police should be readily able to respond or address. 

1 

How the Chief of Police allays these concerns of another increased personnel cost 
of wages for the Guam Police Department should be transparent and compelling in 
terms of the efforts made for the public to feel confident about what the Guam 
Police Department is attempting to do with the timing of these promotions. 

For instance, It is well known by the public that the Guam Police Department 
officers (Police Officer I. to Police Commander) and all Government of Guam law 
enforcement personnel were excluded from the Hay Study pay schedule and given 
a 40% law enforcement pay raise and that GPD included with the 40% pay raise 
for their officers an additional l 0% hazard pay that all uniform personnel receive 

added to their pay incomes. This is evident with the large increases of salaries that 
Guam Police Officers earn currently as opposed to the salaries they were earning 
prior to the 40% law enforcement pay raise. To fact check this issue search for a 
Police Officer I base pay salary prior to the 40% pay raise (FY2000 Police Officer 

I. Base Pay) and compare that salary level with (FY2015 Police Officer I. Base 
Pay). 

Next, It has been indicated by Senator McCreadie that it has been "18" years since 
Police Officer I, Police Officer II, and Police Officer III personnel have been 
promoted. This means that promotions for these ranks have not been occurred as 
far back as 1998, yet there are records of promotions that have occurred among 

police recruit positions elevated to Police Officer I. or Police Officer Trainees 



elevated or promoted to Police Officer I. after successfully completing a 

probationary period. 

From 1998 to 2016of18 years there have been a few advancements of Police 

Officer I. personnel to Police Officer II, so I would suggest an audit of current 

Police Officer II personnel at GPD be conducted of their date of rank for the 

accuracy of this information. 

From 1998 to 2016 for a period of 18 years Police Officer III promotions have 

occurred with the most recent promotions of this rank occurring 2004-2009 which 

resulted in an over promotion of 70 police officer III personnel which at one time 

was even swelling at 85 Police Officer III positions. 

2 

It is noted here that the Police Officer III positions have been attributed to the 

highest cost of overtime rates given their job responsibilities and public testimony 

had been provided about the need for attrition for this rank, in other words 

reducing the number of Police Officer III personnel which is over strength and not 

expanding the rank that would be costly for the department. Today according to the 

GPD staffing pattern there remains a total of 70 police officer III positions. 

Expanding Police Officer III positions with an additional 26 added with BILL 302 

will again raise the level of Police Officer III positions to 96 Police Officer III 

positions thus increasing the department's cost and debt that would soon follow as 

these positions incur some of the largest overtime rate. Let's just put it bluntly, 

There is no shortage of Police Officer III positions at GPD today! So why promote 

here? 

I would suggest to consider that for every Police Officer III promotion that was not 

needed the cost of that increased salary could have been allocated filling the 

needed Police Sergeant I. for the Police Sergeant shortages or needed Police 

Officer Trainee/Police Officer I positions which also suffers from shortage of 

manpower and that's the issue that matters for the public. 

It is significant to note that although there have been promotions to Police Sergeant 

L personnel within the last 18 years from 1998 to 2016, the numbers of Police 

Sergeant I. personnel have drastically been reduced and this has impacted the 

department's effectiveness in terms of supervisory and management of missions 



and programs. So there is a need for the Chief of Police to focus on increasing the 
ranks of Police Sergeant I. personnel. 

3 

From 1998 to 2016 for the period of 18 years the Guam Police Department had 
reengineered the way it operates by organizing divisions into bureaus and with this 
changed a reduced number of promotions had occurred with the rank of Police 
Sergeant IL Discussions and debate among management had occurred within this 
period to phase out the rank with cost savings of pay to be allocated to expanding 
the needed Police Sergeant L personnel or towards the expansion of Police Officer 
Trainee (POT) and Police Officer I. ranking personnel. 

An exploration of questioning the need of expanding the Police Sergeant II, I 
would suggest may lead to insights especially when it should involve reviewing the 
difference between the position descriptions of Police Sergeant I . and Police 
Sergeant IL Personnel position descriptions. The debates that have occurred related 
to the phasing out of this position involved thinking about the objective of filling 
these positions for a department that has changed in terms of organizational 
structure. Again the questions could lead to allocating the cost of 9 new Sergeant 
II positions toward the shortage of Police Sergeant I. positions or Police Officer 
Trainee/Police Officer I. positions. 

During the past 18 years from 1998 to 2016 there have been promotions of Police 
Lieutenants, Captains, Majors, and the promotion of a Police Commander. 
Command personnel of these management level ranks have either retired or passed 
on, and the Chief of Police should make the effort to stabilized the top command 
structure of the organization through promotions, yet with caution of not to 
promote more than necessary. This means not promoting more Police Lieutenants 
or Captains than necessary, given the department's organizational structure. 
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BILL 309-33 Fy2015 GPD 4th Quarter Staff Report 

Proposed Promotions GPD Total number of Law enforcement Personnel 

Police Officer Trainee (POT) Police Officer Trainee --- 39 

*Several POT are on training status with or awaiting police academy/ others 
completed academy assigned to patrol and attempting to complete probationary 

period for automatic promotion to Police Officer I*??? 

BILL 309-33 Fy2015 GPD 4th Quarter Staff Report 

Proposed Promotions GPD Total number of Law enforcement Personnel 

Police Officer I .... 15 Police Officer L----103 

Police Officer IL ... 39 Police Officer ll----55 *** at sufficient level* 

Police Officer III ... 26 Police Officer Ill---- 74 ****Over strength** 

Police Sergeant 1.--33 Police Sergeant I. ---20 **Shortage** 

Police Sergeant II~9 Police Sergeant II----1 *Phase out this position 

Police Lieutenant~~ l Police Lieutenant 11 

Police Captain--- 6 Police Captain *Vacancies 4 or 5 

Police Major ---2 Police Major---1 *Vacancies for 2 

Police Col-~1 Police Col--- 0 * Vacancy needs to be filled* 

Salary ranges for cost estimates after 40% pay raise was implemented** 



*These figures do not include Hazard Pay lOo/o added to wages and other 
special pay such as night differential or overtime pay if incurred, added 
holiday pay if work hours on holiday , and possible emergency typhoon pay 
during emergency situations. * 

Police Officer Trainee (POT) --- $24,689.00 = base salary 

Police Officer I.------- Base pay per annum $27,776---- to-- $59,145.80 (highest 
paid Police Officer I.) 

* note over 50o/o of Police Officer I. personnel earning $38,000 and over 

* 15% of Police Officer L personnel earning $30,000- - $37,000 

*35% of Police Officer L personnel earning $27,000 --$29,000 
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* Add 10°10 hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Officer I and the estimate pay ranges changes to $35,000 to $67 ,000 
in pay that Police Officer I. personnel earn per annum* 

Police Officer II Base pay per annum $49,865--- to- $65, 664.00 (highest 
paid Police Officer IL) 

*note over 75% of Police Officer II personnel earn $51,611.00 -to-- $65, 664.00 

*25% of Police Officer II personnel earn $49,865 

*Add 10°10 hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Officer lI and the estimate pay ranges changes to $57,000 to $73,000 
in pay that Police Officer II. personnel earn per annum* 

Police Officer III. -----Base pay per annum $48,325 --- to-- $75,594 (highest 
paid Police Officer III) 



*note over 65 % of Police Officer III earn $61,495 ---to ---$75,594.00 

*34% of Police Officer III earn $53,589-to--- $60,000 

*1 o/o of Police Officer III earn $48,325 to $52,000 

6 

*Add 10o/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Officer III and the estimate pay ranges changes to $56,000 to $83,000 

in pay that Police Officer Ill. personnel earn per annum* 

Police Sergeant 1.---- Base pay per annum --$63,907 to --- $73,336.00 (highest 

paid Police Sergeant I.) 

*note over 75% of Police Sergeant L personnel earn $70,855-to-- $73, 336 

* 25% of Police Sergeant I. personnel earn $63,000--- to--$68,460.00 

*Add 10o/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Sergeant I and the estimate pay ranges changes to $71,000 to $81,000 
in pay that Police Sergeant I. personnel earn per annum* 

Police Sergeant H.--- Base pay per annum -- $71,528.00 and above 

*Add 10°/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Sergeant II and the estimate pay ranges changes to $79,000 and 
above in pay that Police Sergeant II. personnel earn per annum* 

Police Lieutenant --- Base pay per annum -- $69,881 -to -- $82,996 (highest paid 

Police Lieutenant) 

*nine out of eleven police lieutenants earn a salary of $74,858 -to-- $82,996.00 

*Add 10°/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Lieutenant and the estimate pay ranges changes to $78,000 to 
$90,000 in pay that Police Lieutenant personnel earn per annum* 



Police Captain --- Base pay per annum --$70,000 - to-- $87, 281 (highest paid 
Police Captain) 
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* Add I Oo/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Officer Captain and the estimate pay ranges changes to $78,000 to 
$95,000 in pay that Police Captain personnel earn per annum* 

Police Major Base pay per annum --$93,951.20 and above 

* Add l 0°/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Major and the estimate pay ranges changes to $101,000 and above in 
pay that Police Major earns per annum* 

Police Col./Commander --- $94,000 and above 

* Add l Oo/o hazard pay ($8000 to $10,000) to each pay range listed for position 
of Police Col/Commander and the estimate pay ranges changes to $102,000 in 
pay that Police Col/Commander earns per annum* 
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Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

Hafa Adai! 

Rennae Meno 
Clerk of tlze Legislature 

Senator Rory J. Respicio/l/V~· 
Chairperson of the Committee on Rules 

Fiscal Note 

Attached please find the fiscal note for the bill number listed bel 
Please note that the fiscal note is issued on the bill as introduced. 

FISCAL NOTE: 
Bill No. 309-33(LS) 

Please forward the same to MIS for posting on our website. Please contact 
our office should you have any questions regarding this matter. 

Si Yu'os ma'ase'! 



S.reau uf Buctiet & Maraa&emftlt Raeardi 
Fiscal Nute of BOJ No. 309-33 {LS) 

[ACT TO ADD A NEW sttTION' JATO CllAPTl!Jl XIV OP "'8LIC LAW lJ-U. 

iii ~;~;11'::mrn:mrnrn1 lf i~ :'?>; .,:'!Hi ,~mm m.rnm1mm1~-·~~~~~~~~~ ·11~~rn,i!i!~i rnrn-rnmm;Wi1.1uw;:,wJw·m iWJiii:!:U rni·m~ 
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Dellar1aalt• GtMn1 hlMI (GF) appnpriatlH(1) ta datie: l3,J17,etl 

\ 
9".nri.1meilf··, OdMr F111d (Spedff) ~1) te Ute: P.UC:. Scrvlu F•lld, T...-tlt Aunca.a Fm 

1. boa .. t; bilJ l'.Olltaia "l't!'l'U11t! IHlttadq"' provhiou? 

If Vu, - •ttaduaalt 
2. h •-• ·~ adr.putr: to fa11d dJ~ lllttat of die appropriatio11? 

If..,, wlrat Is die Hiltiotul ••n•t reqelnd? S __ _ 
J. D- dtt: Bill li!Ubfilll I MW ..... W.-C:'.f? 

II yes, will die prosnm d1ptita~ nbbi procnmt111p11dct! 
11 dttre 1 lffenl ma•Uk to utalllbll tile prop111efapaq? 

4. Wiii tU eudmnt of~ Bil rtqllirt HW ptrylkal fsdlldtf? 
5. Wu FIKal Note cooNiuted wiftl IR atrected depcl•cacy! H 10, huliuu ru-: 
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I I Va 
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ls I No 

11 No 

/1/ No 
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Btll 309-33 (LS} will allow d'le CbJd of Police to promote uniformed penMnd lltilizin& fund& 1111~ to GPO f« lhc Pub!K: Slftey Vaaincy Pool (PSVP) m 
Public Law H~ TOf&I funds a!locmd is Sl.188,681 The GPD provided B11 tstim:lded cost ofS73S,802madditionalpeNOlllld1.:0i1tS f« IJl unifunned 
pnit!MS f« •full ytar E'ltimat:d cost for FUcal Year 2016 wtth Sl!"lell (7} renwmna pay periods I! $19!!,905. Pleue note,.., of Ap'll 29, 2016, it is 
anticipmed GPD will main short&JI ohpproximlldy Sl.7M f« Fillcal Yew 2016. Funding allocauld to die PSVP IXl'Jld be oolimi to cover the proJl!cied 
!lflortllll and/or oubtlndlng obliptioN of the Gimm Polil:e l)qw1ment Abo. d'le Fi.Kai Yes 2017 GPD Budpt RllCj\ltSt does no! t.kt: mto ~IOll lhc 
cost of these proposed promotions 

I 
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May 2, 2016 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Rennae Meno 
Clerk of the Legislature 

Attorney Therese M. Terlaje 
Legislative Legal Counsel 

--\~,,,./· ,.._ 

From: Senator Rory J. Respicio,/ 
Chairperson of the Committee on Rules 

Subject: Referral of Bill No. 309-33(LS) 

As the Chairperson of the Committee on Rules, I am forwarding my 
referral of Bill No. 309-33(LS). 

Please ensure that the subject bill is referred, in my name, to the respective 
committee, as shown on the attachment. I also request that the same be 
forwarded to all members of I Mina'trentai Tres Na Liheslaturan Guahan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact our office at 
472-7679. 

Si Yu'os Ma'ase! 

Attachment 
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Guam U.S Military Relocation I Public Safety I Judiciary 
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Notified Stakeholders 

• All Senators I Stakeholders I Media 

• Governor Eddie B. Calvo 

• Lieutenant C'..overnor Ray Tenorio 

• Congresswoman Madeleine Z. Bordallo 

• Chief Justice Robert J. Torres 

• Joshua Tenorio, Administrator of the Courts 

• Special Assistant to the Governor on Military Buildup & Infrastructure 

• MarkCalvo 

• Guam Customs & Quarantine Agency 

• Philip T aijeron, Assistant Chief 

• Guam Police Department 

• Joseph I. Cruz, Chief 

• Antonio Won Pat International Airport 

• Charles Ada, General Manager 

• Edward Untalan, Chairman of the Board 

• Guam Airport Police 

• Bob Camacho, Chief 

• Guam Port Authority Police 
• Doris Aguero, Chief 

• Guam Fire Department 
• Joey San Nicolas, Chief 

• Department of Corrections 

• Jose A. San Agustin, Director 

• Carla Borja, Deputy Director 
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• Robert Lizama, Director 

• Office of the Attorney General 

• Attorney Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson 

• Public Defender Service Corporation 

• Stephen Hattori, Public Defender 

• Department of Land Management 

• 

• Michael JB Borja, Director 

• David V. Camacho, Deputy Director 

• Marvin Q. Aguilar, Chief Planner 

Guam National Guard 

• Brigadier General Roderick R. Leon Guerrero, Adjutant General 

• Department of Administration 

• Christine Baleto, Director 

• Attorney Bill Pesch 

SUITE 503, DNA BtDG. 238 ARCHBISHOP FLORES STREET HAGATNA, GUAM 96910 
PHONE: (671) 475-GUMl/2 (4861/2) I FAX: (671) 475-GUM3 (4863) I 

EMAIL: AGUON4GUAM@GMAlLCOM 
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1ST Notice Public Hearing 
1 message 

Roundtable Wednesday, May 

of Senator Aguon. Jr. <admln@frankaguonjr.com> Wed, 
To: "Office of Frank R Aguon, Jr. <admin@frankaguonjr.com> 
Cc: "Frank Aguon, <aguon4guam@gmail.com>, Committee <committee@frankaguonjr.com>, 

2016 

2016 at 8:38 

<staff@ifankaguonjr.com>, Senator <officeassistant@frankaguonjr.com>, Tricia H&:>1m:n.Pn11A 

<media@frankaguonjr.com> 

May18,2016 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Media, 

Fr: SENATOR FRANK B. 

Roundtable on May 

In accordance with the Open Government Law 
the Committee on Guam US Military Relocation, Public & Judiciary, 

the I Liheslatura Public H,,,,,,.n, 



::itZJrLVHi umce or ::senator rrankl::t Aguon, Jr. Mall 1::; 1 Nonce-l-'U!Jl1c Hearing ana KouflClla!Jle on wearies~ May:a>, ZUlt> 

The Hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21 and Docomo Channel 117 or streamed online at: 

The Committee requests that, if 'INritten testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be submitted one day 
prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. 
Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) 

may be obtained at I liheslaturan Guahan 's website at: Individuals requiring special 
accommodations, auxiliary aids, or services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email 

at Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions or 
concerns. 

Thanks! 
of Frank B. 

Committee on Guam US Military Relocation, Public Safety, and Judiciary 

SUITE 503, DNA BLDG. 238 ARCHBISHOP FLORES STREET HAGATNA, GUAM 96910 

Tel (671)475-GUM1!2 (4861/2) 

Fax (671) GUM3 (4863) 

NOTICE: The information message. including attachments is the rccipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged infonnation. Any unauthorized review. use. disclosure 
please reply and destroy message 

you am no! the intended recipient, 

1ST NOTICE PUBLIC HEARING 25-MAY~16.pdf 
502K 
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May 18, 2016 

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Senators, Media, and Stakeholders 

Fr: SENATOR FRANK B. AGUON, JR. 

Subject: lST Notice - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M- Included on the agenda are the foilowing Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.1(a)(8) of chapter 60 of 10gca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (S1"msor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, RI 
Re~71icio) 

• Bill No. 311·33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.J 10. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in sexual 
activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker f. T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following; 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21 and Docomo Channel 117 or streamed online at 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 

submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 DNA 
Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 

""'~·'''='~~~-""''-"'!.!"-""''.!±..''Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Lihes/aturan Gualuln 
's website at: Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 4754861/2 or email at rnmmittee«vfrankaguonjr.com. 
Please feel free to my office should you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Respect 
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2ND Notice Public Hearing Roundtable 6 
1 message 

<admin@tankaguonjr.com> 2016 at 8:19 
B. Aguon, Jr. <admin@frankaguonjr.com> 

Cc: nFrank <aguon4guam@gmail.com> I Committee <committee@frankaguonjr.com>' 
<stafl'@frankaguonjr.com>, Senator <officeassistant@frankaguonjr.com>, Tricia 1-<.oinJ:1\,o:::.n1•i:::i 

<media@frankaguonjr.com> 

May23, 2016 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Media, and 

Fr: SENATOR FRANK B, 

In accordance with Govemment Iaw 

the Committee on Guam LIS Military Relocation, 

~~~""""~~u,:;,uo.,i:~~~~intheI~.,,,~~•'u 

JR 
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GTA Channel 21 and Docomo Channel 117 or streamed online at: 

The Committee 
to the 

Hagatiia, 

if written testimonies are to 

may be obtained at I Iiheslaturan Guahdn 's website at: 

be submitted one day 
Flores St 

of the aforementioned Bill(s) 

Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions or concerns, 

Thanks! 
Office of Senator 
Committee on Guam US Military Relocation, Public Safety, and Judiciary 

SUITE DNA BLDG. 2313 ARCHBISHOP FLORES STREET GUAM 96910 

Tel 475-GUM1i2 (4861/2) 
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May23,2016 

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Senators, Media, and Stakeholders 

Fr: SENATOR FRANK B. AGUON, JR 

Subject: 2ND Notice - Public Hearing and Roundta.ble on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Rowjdtable on Wednesday. May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with·the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M...., Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 29l•33 (COB}; - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to qistody and viSitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 22§-33 (COR.):-An act to amend §60109.l(a)(S) of chapter 60of10gca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V .A Ada) 

• BillNo. 309~33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCrea.die, V .A. Ada, F.F Blas, fr., F.B. Aguon, fr., D.G. Rodriguez, fr., T. Morrison, Rf. 
Res-picio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (CQR): - An act to add a new § 28. t 10. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in sexual 
activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker f.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3;30 P.M. - Included on the agenda are the followi.Itg: 
• PubliCDefender Service Corporation 2016---2019 Strategic Planning ~ntation 

The Hearing will broadcast on local television. GTA Channel 21 and Docomo Channel 117 or streamed online at; 
www .guamlegislature.com. 

The Committee rL>quests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 DNA 
Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagama, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3{4863), or via email 
to:aguon4g:uam@~maiLcom. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Gu.oh.an 
's website at: >vww.guamk>gislatur~.cooo. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrnnce Akairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at comrnittee@franJ&9guonjr.com. 
Please feel free to contact my office should you any additional questions or concerns. 

Res 
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COMMITTEE ON 

Guam U.S Military Relocation I Public Safety I Judiciary 

I MINA' TRENT AI TRES NA LIHFSLA TURAN GUAHAN 13:;iw GUAM LEGISLATURE 

May 18, 2016 

The Honorable Edward J. Calvo 

Governor of Guam 

513 West Marine Corps Drive 

Ricardo J. Bordallo Complex 

Hagama, Guam 96910 

Sent via email to: governor@guam.gov 

Subject: INVITATION -Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsar: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.1(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada. F.F Blas, fr., FB. Aguon, fr., D.G. Rodriguez, fr., T. Morrison, R.f. 

Re1>11icio) 
• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new § 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 

relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker f.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3;30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016~2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagama, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:~on4guan1[rt'gmaiLcom. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahan 
's website at: Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
corrgpittee@fr<!nkf!g!lill!ir~com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

The Honorable Ray Tenorio 

Lieutenant Governor of Guam 

513 West Marine Corps Drive 

Ricardo J. Bordallo Complex 

Hagatiia, Guam 96910 

Sent via email to: ray.tenyrio<iDgqillJl.gov 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 

advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relomtion, Public Safety & judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Roorr 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): An act to amend §60109J(a)(8) of chapter 60of10gca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B.T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, fr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R./. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagama, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:aguon4gua_m@gmail.com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Gualuln 
's website at: Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence AlcairoiNiel Tirador at 475-4861i2 or email at 
committee@fr<!11kaguonjr.cg.m. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 

,-/.,..--
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May 18, 2016 

Honorable Madeleine Z. Bordallo 

Congresswoman 

120 Father Duenas Avenue, Suite 107 

Hagatfia, Guam 96910 

Transmitted via Email to; guOOima@mail.house.gov 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the l Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-lnduded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An ad to add a new chapter 39a, to Article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An ad to amend §60109.l(a)(S) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. lv!cCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr.1 F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.J. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An ad to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker J.T. Won Pat. Ed. 0.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagama, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:aguon4guam@gmail.com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahiin 
's website at: ~·ww.guamlt;)',islature,com. Individuals requiring special acconunodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861 /2 or email at 
f:9Iftmitteec<Hrank<1guonjr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

The Honorable Robert J. Torres, Jr. 

Chief Justice of Guam 

Judiciary of Guam 

Suite 300, Guam Judicial Center 120 West O'Brien Drive 

Hagatfia, Guam 96910 

Sent via email to: ~llii~~i!l!lli!!P!]ill}~q·,_µr:t.g;m! 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.l(a)(S) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B.T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, fr., F.B. Aguon, fr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.f. 

Respicio) 
• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 

relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker J.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.J 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr, at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:Qgyon4guam@'gmail.com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahdn 
's website at: www.guamlegj§lature_&om. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
col1}111itte~afran.kaguonjr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 

or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

Mr. Joshua Tenorio 

Administrator of Courts 

Judiciary of Guam 

Suite 300, Guam Judicial Center 120 West O'Brien Drive 

Hagatfta, Guam 96910 

Sent via email to: jJ!;'norio@guamcourts.org 

Subject INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Roorr 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Induded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.l(a)(B) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B.T McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.J. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker]. T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:aguon4guam(a•gmajJ.corn. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at 1 Liheslaturan Guahlin 
's website at: Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
cornmittee@frankaguonjr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

The Honorable Elizabeth Barrett Anderson 

Attorney General of Guam 

590 S.Marine Corps Drive 

ITC Bldg., Suite 706 

Tamuning, Guam 96913 

Sent via email to: ebanderson(illguamag.org 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Round table on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 

advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 

Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 

with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60HJ9.l(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, fr., T. Morrison, R.]. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker ].T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 

• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank R Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatiia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:aguon4guam@gmail.com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahan 
's website at: www.guamlegislature.com. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
committee@frankaguonjr.com_. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

Brigadier General Roderick R. Leon Guerrero 

Adjutant General 

Guam National Guard 

Transmitted via Email to: roderickr.leonguerrero.mil@mail.mil 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Induded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.l(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33--66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, fr., T. Morrison, R.]. 
Respido) 

• }Jill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker/. T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following; 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:fl.g_yon4guam@gmail.com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslo.turan GU11hiin 
's website at: www.guamle~islature.com. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Akairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
commith.>e<ii'fr.ankaguonjr.cgm. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 

or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance . 
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May 25, 2016 

Chief Joseph I. Cruz 

Chief of Police 

Guam Police Department 

Bldg 13-16A Mariner Ave. 

Tiyan, Barrigada, Guam 96913 

Sent via email to: joseph.i.cruz@'gpd.guam.gov 

Subject INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Uheslatura Public Hearing Roon 

with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Induded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): An act to amend §60109.l(a)(S) of chapter 60of10gca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS):· An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Spon.sors: 
Senators B.T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, fr., F.B. Ag1wn, fr., D.G. Rodriguez, fr., T. Morrison, R.f. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): ·An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker f.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Haga ma, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3( 4863), or via email 
to:p..guon4guam@'gmaiLcom. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahan 
's website at: Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Akairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
cnmmitt~e(<]'franka.g_g9njr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance. 
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May 18, 2016 

Mrs. Christine Baleto 

Director, Department of Administration 

590 South Marine Corps Drive 

Suite 224, ITC Building 

Tarnuning, Guam 96913 

Transmitted via Email to: Cnristine.baleto<apoa.guam.gov 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Goventment Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Room 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M - Included on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.l(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Serwlor V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B.T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr .. D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.j. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker f.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016~2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475--GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:agmm4guam@gmail,<;:.Qill. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Uheslaturan Guahan 
's website at: www.guamlegislature.wm. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo(Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 

Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 
or concerns. We look forward to your participation and atbmdance. 
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May 18, 2016 

Attorney William (Bill) Pesch 

173 Aspinall A venue, 

Ada Plaza Building, Suite 203, 

Hagatna, GU 96910 

Sent via email to: guamfamilylawoffice@gmail.com 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Goiiernment Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on G1;am U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & Judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Roorr 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Induded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291~33 (COR): An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C Torres) 

• Bill No. 29~33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.1(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada> 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B.T. McCreadie, V.A Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, Rf. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (CQR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker]. T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 2.18 Archbishop Flores St. Hagatfia, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:illill..on4gua!rn11'gmaj).com. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Guahan 

's website at: wvv.w.guarr1Jegislatµre.com. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
committL'f.?@frankaguonjr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 

or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendanCE. 
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May 18, 2016 

Attorney Stephen P. Hattori 

Executive Director, Public Defender Service Corporation 

MVP Sinajana Commercial Bldg., Unit B 

Sinajana, Guam 96910 

Sent via email to: sphattori@gu~mapd.net 

Subject: INVITATION - Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016 

In accordance with the Open Government Law of Guam, relative to notice for public meetings, please be 
advised that the Committee on Guam U.S. Military Relocation, Public Safety & judiciary, will convene a 
Public Hearing and Roundtable on Wednesday, May 25, 2016, in the I Liheslatura Public Hearing Roorr 
with the following schedule: 

Public Hearing at 11:00 A.M-Induded on the agenda are the following Bills: 

• Bill No. 291-33 (COR): - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to artide 3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to custody and visitation of deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR): - An act to amend §60109.l(a)(8) of chapter 60 of lOgca relative to training 
requirements for concealed carry licenses. (Sponsor: Senator VA Ada) 

• Bill No. 309~33 (LS): - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: 
Senators B. T. McCreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, fr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.J. 
Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR): - An act to add a new§ 28.110. to chapter 28 of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, 
relative to unlawful distribution of images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in 
sexual activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: Speaker J.T. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

Roundtable at 3:30 P.M.- Included on the agenda are the following: 
• Public Defender Service Corporation 2016-2019 Strategic Planning Presentation 

The Committee requests that, if written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, copies be 
submitted one day prior to the public hearing date, to the Office of Senator Frank B. Aguon, Jr. at Suite 503 
DNA Bldg. 238 Archbishop Flores St. Hagat:na, Guam, via fax to 475-GUM3(4863), or via email 
to:f!ZQQ~µam@0grnajJ.corr:i. Copies of the aforementioned Bill(s) may be obtained at I Liheslaturan Gualuln 
's website at: www.guamlegislature.com. Individuals requiring special accommodations, auxiliary aids, or 
services should contact Lawrence Alcairo/Niel Tirador at 475-4861/2 or email at 
committee@fran!;..aguonjr.com. Please feel free to contact my office should you have any additional questions 

or concerns. We look forward to your participation and attendance . 
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COMMITTEE ON 

Guam U.S Military Relocation I Public Safety I Judiciary 
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PUBLIC HEARING AGENDA 
Wednesday, May 25, 2016at11:00 AM 

J Liheslaturan Guahan's Public Hearing Room, Hagatiia 

AGENDA 

I. Call to Order at ll:OOAM 

II. Opening remarks/ Announcements 

• Bill No. 291·33 (COR) - An act to add a new chapter 39a, to article 
3, title 7, Guam Code Annotated, relative to custody and visitation of 
deployed military parents. (Sponsor: Senator M.C. Torres) 

• Bill No. 296-33 (COR) An act to amend §60109.l(a)(S) of chapter 60 
of lOgca relative to training requirements for concealed carry licenses. 
(Sponsor: Senator V.A Ada) 

• Bill No. 309-33 (LS) - An act to add a new section 3a to chapter xiv 
of Public Law 33-66. (Sponsors: Senators B. T. Mccreadie, V.A. Ada, F.F 
Blas, Jr., F.B. Aguon, Jr., D.G. Rodriguez, Jr., T. Morrison, R.J. Respicio) 

• Bill No. 311-33 (COR)-An act to add anew§28.110. to chapter 28 
of title 9, Guam Code Annotated, relative to unlawful distribution of 
images of persons depicted in a state of nudity or engaged in sexual 
activities, otherwise known as "revenge pornography." (Sponsor: 
Speaker J. Won Pat. Ed. D.) 

III. Closing Remarks 

IV. Adjournment 
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